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AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT
INSURANCE

BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Tomorrow the 25th Anniversary of Tillson Light Infantry’s
Departure For Southern Campground.

ALL THE HOME NEWS
Subscription $3 00 per year payable In ad
vance; single copies three cents
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He who believes in nobody knows •••
••• that he himself Is not to be trusted.— •••
••• Auerbach.

Don’t buy your Automobile Insurance until you
have investigated this offer
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RAYCHEL EMERSON

GEORGE ROBERTS & CO., INC.

Announces the opening of her Warren
Studio, where she will accept a limited
number of pupils until September 1st.

GENERAL AGENTS
10 Limerock Street.

Phone 675.

Kenneth Biackington anil A. C. Jones
officially opened Alford’s Lake yestei’ day, the fra mer catching a 3% pound
salmon, and the latter catching a
small salmoa.

WARREN, ME.

Rockland, Me.
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WE SELL AND RECOMMEND

H. P. MacAIman of the Fuller Brush
Co. is in Hartford, Conn., attending a
school for assistant branch managers
conducted by the company. He will be
away two weeks.

WIRTHMORE
POULTRY FEED
FARMERS’

UNION

THOMASTON, MAINE

PENOBSCOT BAY OIL COMPANY
97 MAIN STREET, - - - ROCKLAND
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

THE PURE OIL COMPANY’S
TIOLENE MOTOR OILS AND GREASES
RETAIL PRICES OF OIL WITHOUT CONTAINERS

I to 3 quarts....................................... .................................... 20c per quart
I to 4 gallons . ... *............................................................... 70c per gallon
IN, AND INCLUDING CONTAINERS

I gallon cans......................................................................... 95c per gallon
5 gallon cans.................................................................. . 75c per gallon
I 5 gallon steel drums with faucet............ .. ...................... 70c per gallon
30 gallon steel drums with faucet................................... 65c per gallon
55 gallon steel drums with faucet..................................... 60c per gallon

GUARANTEED

TO

BE PURE PENNSYLVANIA
NONE BETTER

WHY PAY

STOCK

MORE ?

51-53

BUM

HOLDERS

OF

UNITED STATES VICTORY NOTES
DUE MAY 20, 1923
WE WILL ACCEPT THESE VICTORY NOTES AND COUPONS
FOR IMMEDIATE CREDIT IN OUR

SAVINGS

DEPARTMENT

: : : at : : :

FULL MATURITY VALUE

THE ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
* *

..v .r-- ,r...

48-tf

Victory Liberty Loan
4 3-4% Notes
LETTERS G, H, I, J, K, AND L, DUE MAY 20, 1923.
THIS BANK WILL ACCEPT VICTORY NOTES ON DEPOSIT FOR IMMEDI
ATE CREDIT AT

%

-

FULL MATURITY VALUE

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

The rapidity with which time passes
is again demonstrated by the fact that
tomorrow is the 25th anniversary of the
departure of Co. H, Tillson Light In
fantry “for the front." Co. H was not
destined to reach any battlefield of the
Spanish War, but it did put in a stren
uous summer at Chickamauga—a sum
mer which resulted fatally for two of
the Rockland soldiers, and which uni dermined the health of others, who
marched out of Rockland May 2, 1898.
As viewed by the younger generation
men who saw service in the Spanish
War should now be gray-haired vet
erans, hobbling on canes, but the pas
sage eif a eiuarter century has used
most of the T. L. I.’s so gently that
they are still ‘"young men" engaged
actively in the city’s business ’ enter
prises, and not a few of them still
taking part in athletics, “Old” vet
erans? I’erish the thought!
The following article reproduces The
Courier-Gazette’s description of Co
H’s departure for Chickamauga:

planned to unfurl his large flag as the
comrades marched past his store but
as frequently happens the strings re
fused to perform their share of the
program and it was not until some
hours later that the handsome flag
with its "Remember the Maine” battle
cry was disclosed to the public’s ad
miring gaze.
There were still 20 minutes to spare
when the procession arrived at the
station and the 5000 or more spectators
improved it to excellent advantage by
crowding around the boys to bid them
gbodbye and wish them Godspeed.
Wight Philharmonic Society had a
prominent position on the depot plat
form and when the band was not ren
dering patriotic airs, it sang with ex
cellent effect the "Soldiers’ Chorus"
from Faust and the “Star Spangled
Banner.”
The two rear passenger coaches were
reserved for the company and once
aboard a guard was placed at each
door. Friends of the departing soldiers
were thus obliged to shake hands
through the windows while 50 or more
remained on the train until Thomas
ton was reached where they hade a
final goodbye. As the train was draw
The scenes attendant upon the de ing out of Rockland depot the band
parture of Tillson Light Infantry will suggestively played “The Girl I Left
not speedily be forgotten. At 6 o’clock Behind Me,” while the crowd upon call
a. m. the fire alarm tappers sounded by Hon. Willliam T. Cobb, cheered
62, the military call and everybody again and again. At Thomaston the
was wide awake. An hour later the train was met by the State Prison band
infantry and its escort were forming and P. Henry Tillson Post, G. A. R„
into line on Spring street, and the vi while a number of patriotic young men
cinity of Blmwood hall was one mass fired a resounding salute.
of people. Major Ralph R. Ulmer was
• . . •
officer of the day and it was due to his
There were grand ovations all along
military training and skill that the the line, crowds of people and bands of
line was so promptly formed and on the music being present at every station.
march. Here was the order:
Inside the two rear cars the young
Platoon of Police
militiamen took things as nonchalantly
Rockland Band
as though this going off to war was an
Edwin Libby Post G. A. R.
every-day affair and either smoked or
Tillson Light Infantry
played cards until Bath was reached.
Anderson Camp, S. of V.
Tillson Light Infantry goes into the
City Government
fray a well drilled company and more
Rockland Fire Department
will! be heard from it if only Admiral
The infantry members wore their Dewey will not get too impatient and
regulation marching costume with do all the fighting himself.
John Bird, the captain, is a repre
their knapsacks strapped upon their
backs, and looked very erect and sol sentative of one of our foremost
dierly as they kept time to the music. families and has had an extensive mili
They were of course the feature of the tary experience. Under his charge
parade and at frequent points along strict discipline prevails and the com
the line of march they were given rous pany cannot fail to make a dignified
ing cheers and there was a fluttering appearance.
C. C. Tibbetts, 1st Lieutenant, has
of feminine handkerchiefs. It was the
proudest day in the young soldiers been a member of Tillson Light In
lives, and while there were many in the fantry 14 years and is thoroughly con
ranks whose hearts were heavy at versant with military tactics. Mr.
leaving home and loved ones, not one Tibbetts is the son of one of our wellguardsman was there who would have known merchants and is imbued with a
changed places with the most fortu love for the military calling.
Mervyn Ap Rice, 2d Lieutenant, has
nate stay at home.
The Sons of Veterans seemed to been a member of the Knox County
share their pride and pleasure, while Bar and the son of Hon. Albert S.
the Grand Army "Vets” felt the spirit Rice, who was allso a member of the
of ’61 rushing through their veins Knox Bar. Mr. Rice has been promi
again and marched off with a firm nent in Democratic political circles and
elastic step that defied advancing age once ran for mayor, making a splendid
fight against long odds.
and infirmity.
Sergeants: W. A. Glover Is the son
The fire laddies, too, were right in
the game. The steamer, horse hose of E. K. Glover, the well-known
cart apd hook and ladder truck were in building contractor. He is a graduate
line handsomely decorated with flags of Peekskill Military Academy and
and bunting. Chief Engineer H. G. shows the effects of his splendid
Bird and his assistants, A. H. Jones, training. A. C. MeLoon is the son of
Hartow P. Wood, and W. F. Norcross 8. W. MeLoon and a member of the
marched at the head of the tire depart Morse, Trussell, MeLoon Machine
Company. Mr. MeLoon is an athlete of
ment.
The decorations along the line of no mean ability and has won many
march were especially elaborate con trophies. He is married. H. W. Thorn
sidering the short time of preparation. dike is the son of Capt. R. H. Thorn
“Old Glory” was right in its glory and dike and a member of the firfn of E. B
the store or office along Main street Ingraham & Co. He has served two
which did not fling the national colors years in the city government and is a
to the breeze in some form or other, young man of smart business capacity.
was not to be found. The motto, “Re He is married. Hudson D. Ames is
member the Maine” was a favorite in son of the late David Ames and one of
scription and it appeared in various the proprietors of the Bay View Hotel
forms allong the street. E. S. May had in Camden. W. W. Graves is the son
of T. J. Graves and at the time of
leaving for Augusta was in the employ
of C. E. Weeks.
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CIVIC

PRIDE

WEEK

All Citizens Are Expected To Beautify
Premises—Three Rules To Be Observed.

Their

The week commencing May 7 has’ nue, Gurdy, Gay street place, Knowl
ton, Gay street, Leland, Rankin, Sweetbeen designated by Mayor Brown as
land, Traverse, Beacon, Center, Or
jlean-up Week for Rockland. This is chard, Broadway. Granite, Willow,
not a new innovation for Rockland as Union, Temple, Fogg, Hili, Summer,
Clean-up Week has been staged in Lindsey, Grove, Beech, White. Maple,
ears past, but the need today for a Lincoln, Walker place, Shaw avenue.
general elean-up is very great and
Zone 3. Wednesday, May 9
fully realized by the majority of citi
South side Limerock street to har
zens, and in order to carry on in a suc bor, to Ridge west of Broadway, north
cessful manner the co-operation of ev side of Pleasant street, Limerock street,
ery man, woman and child living in the Alden, Broadway, Broad, Lisle, Walnut,
Brick, (trace street place, Claremont,
city of Rockland is solicited.
For those who wish to paint up their High, Union, Main, Myrtle, Park, Oriroperty during Clean-up Week the nt; Oak, Elm, Spring, School, Masonic,
dealers in paint throughout the city Grace. Park place, Spear place. Winter,
ave been asked to co-operate in this Fink, Pearl, Point place, Tillson avenue,
movement by giving a special prlpe on Lime, Sea street place, wharf.
their line of paints to the public during
Zone 4- Thursday, May 10
this week. This is one way the citi
South side Pleasant street. Main
zens can show the amount of public street, Broadway, Pleasant street.
spirit they, have.
Main, east side, Robinson, Florence,
The city has been laid out in sections Hall, Holmes, Marsh, Autpmn, Prcsor zones this year to make it easier for ott, Berkeley, Orange, Edward place,
the people who wish to dispose of rub Franklin, Purchase, State, Lovejoy,
bish as well as for those who will pick Kelley lane, Broadway.
it up and dispose of same, but in order
Zone 5. Friday, May 11
that the city teams may lie able to
Bounded l>y Main street on west,
cover the districts which have been
Mechanic .street.on south to harbor.
laid out for them on certain days it will
Main street, Mechanic, South, Marine,
be necessary for the full co-operation
Lawrence, Crescent, Atlantic, Linden,
of the citizens to carry on the work
Suffolk, Scott, Ocean, Suffolk place,
successfully. Certain rules will have
Fulton, Carroll's bane, Clarendon, Otis,
to be laid down so as to eliminate any
hance for misunderstanding and we Water, Laurel, North.
would ask for the strict observance of
ROCKLAND HIGH’S SCHEDULE
To know
the following rules:
First: All rubbish must be placed in
how good a cigarette
The corrected and completed schedule
Corporals: E. C. Thomas is an ex
eceptades of some kind.
really can be made
Second: Receptacles containing rub of Rockland High School follows:
pert telegraph operator and ut one time
you must try aMay 2—Alumni.
was manager of the Western Union of bish must be placed on the curb before
May 5—Lincoln Academy at New
lice in this city. Mr. Thomas will act the date of collection.
,
as The Courier-Gazette’s correspond
Third: Postively no garbage will be castle. May 9—Lisbon Falls at Rockland.
ent, and we can guarantee that the picked up.
May 12—Vinalhaven at Rockland.
The above rules are simple enough
many friends and relatives of the
May 16—'Bucksport Seminary at
militiamen will be kept thoroughly sc that anyone ran carry them out, and
posted of the company’s doings In this It Is necessary that a strict observance Bucksport.
May 19-—Thomaston at Rockland.
paper. W. C. Pooler is the proprietor of these rules be followed by the citi
May 23—Vinalhaven at Vinalhaven.
or Pooler’s drug store and leaves an zens of this city for the reason that the
May 26—Bucksport Seminary at
important business in responding to city teams will positively make no re
his country’s call. Mr. Popler came turn trips on any days following the Rockland.
May 31—Lincoln Academy at Rock
here from Belfast and is married. J. J date of collection. The following zones
Richardson is a son of the late J. R have been laid out and it is hoped that land.
June 2—Camden at Rockland.
Richardson and has been in the laun the days of collection in these zones
Juno 6—Thomaston at Thomaston.
dry business for some years past A will he carefully remembered by thosi
Juno 9—Camden at Camden.
O. Pillsbury is the son of the late Capt living in their respective communities
M. M. Pillsbury and has been employed and see to it that their rubbish is
’ITSTOASTED’
ICE IN MOODY POND
at Arthur 'Shea’s. Mr Pillsbury is also placed on the curb the night before the
an officer in the Sons of Veterans day of collection. Let’s all get together
An Interesting word comes from The
George F. Crocker is the son of J. W cn this proposition and m ike the city
Crocker, and has lately been in the cm a cleaner and healthier place to live in Courier-Gazette’s East Searsmont cor
ploy of the Morse, Trussell, & MeLoon as well as doing our share towards respondent concerning the ice in Moody
Machine Co. He was among the early presenting a clean city to summer vis or Northwest Pond. This year the
pond was clear April 24, only 13 days
GET OUR PRICE FIRST volunteers to go wherever the country itors.
later than last year. The. latest since
Zone 1. Monday, May 7
needed his services. A. M. Hastings is
the son of E. B. Hastings the dry goods
Bounded by North Main street, to 1866 was May 6, 1888, and the earliest
merchant, and in addition to assisting junction of No. Main and Cedar, out Ce was in 1870, when the pond was clear
the latter about the store, has been on dar street to town line and to Bav, of Ice on March 24. On April 11, 1862,
the road as commercial traveler. The North Milin street. Cottage, Blaki ice on the pond was safe to cross with
musicians are Manley T. Perry, who place, Rockland, James. Warren, Main ar. ox team, snow 2 Vi feet deep with
has been employed in W. O. Hewett & Pine, Bunker, Brewster, John, Knox trust strong enough to bear yoke of
Co.’s and Harry A. Mather, the son of Jefferson, Cedar, Camden, Achorn, Perry, oxen anywhere in the fields, (in April
the well-known florist. The privates Trinity, |''ront, Maverick, Washington 6, 1863, there was a horse trot on the
Fales, Bay View square, Adams, Wal pond.
are:
TEL. 44-11. THOMASTON
do
avenue, Spruce, Knott, Frederick
G. E. Cross
C. E. Hannon
birch, Maverick, Ocean avenue.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
G. W. Lurvey
E. H. Crockett
We Save You Money
Zone 2. Tuesday, May 8
C. J. Gross
J. F. Carver
Whatever your occupation may be and how*
H. T. Small
C. D. Chaples
Bounded by top of ridge, Main street
52T6I
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
R. E. Doherty
G. A. Miller
North Main and Cedar streets, north fail to secure at least a few minutes every day
J. I. Sullivan
S. D. Graves
side of Limerock street, Stanley Lane, for refreshment of your inner life with a bll
—Charles Eliot Norton.
L. D. Condon
P. Howard
Amesbury, Chestnut, Admontem ave of poetry.
4
FOR SALE
G. T. Stewart
G. E. Mero
----J
THE SHEPHERDESS
A. A. Hamilton
New 29 toot Cabin Cruiser, used one sea
F. A. Parker
She walks the lady of my delight—
A. L. Sutherland
son: guaranteed 12 knot speed; excellent
M. R. Pillsbury
shepherdess of sheep.
To have your films promptly HerA flocks
John Callahan
condition throughout; seating capacity tor
A. B. Small
are thoughts. She keeps them white |
John Derby
10 passengers. A bargain if taken at once.
J. W. Strout
She guards them from the steep.
She
feeds
them
on the fragrant height.
Reason for selling, going away. Apply to
W. A. Seavey
G. E. Thomas
developed and printed
And folds them in for sleep.
W. E. Weeks
I. L. Cross
LAFOREST MAKER. 13 Marine St., or C. E.
H. McDonald
A. R. Newcombe
BICKNELL, Rockland, Mo.
43-tf
She roams maternal hills and bright.
send or bring them to
J. L. McManus
Dark valleys safe and deep.
B. L. George
Her dreams are Innocent at night;
A. C. Smith
G. W. Young
ANNUAL MEETING
The chastest stars may peep.
O. R. Getcheli
She walk the lady of my delight—
The annual meeting of the Corporators of the A. P. Day
A shepherdess of sheep.
Rockland Savings Bank will be held at their Charles Aylward H. G. Malmsten
hanking rooms Wednesday. May 9, 1923. at 9.30 A. P. Hyier
J. M. Morton
She holds her little thoughts in sight.
o’clock a. nt. for the choice of officers for the
John Bass
Though gay they run and leap.
ensuing year and the transaction of such other R. Clark
H. Bunnell
She is so circumspect and right;
business as may properly come before the R. T. Latham
She has her soul to keep.
meeting.
F. L. Hanscom
John Kinney
She walks—the lady of my delight—
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK,
D.
L.
Howard
Frank
Kalloeh
A shepherdess of sheep.
By K. I>. Spear Clerk.
H. B. Eatbn
George Tinney
s-Alice MeynelU
Rockland, Maine, May t, 1923.
52-35

LUCKY
STRIKE

Herbert A. Prescott
SIGN AND HOUSE
PAINTER

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

1

ekpest
coffee
fvuer.
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The Courier-Gazette

CLEAN-UP WEEK

fHREE-TIMES-A-WEE*

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland, Maine, May 1. 1923.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who cn
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rocklapd Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of April 28,
19*23, there was printed a total of 6,106 eopfes.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Tiiuiminfohj

.BIBLE THOUGHT
—FOR TODAY—

i

I Bible Thoughts mer-orized. will prove a
priceless heritage in after years.

YE HAVE DONE IT UNTO ME: —
And the King shall answer and say
unto them. Verily I say unto you, in
asmuch as ye have done it unto one of
the least of these my brethren, ye have
done it unto me.—Matthew 25:40.

ROOSEVELT AND LITTLEFIELD

Every-Other-Lmy

Rubbish is bound to accumulate in and about our hmes and
unless it is remved it becomes a menace to health, increases the
danger of fire, and furthermore gives our premises a cluttered and
untidy appearance.

Therefore, having full confidence in the civic pride of our
citizens, I set apart the week of May 7th, as CLEAN-UP WEEK,
and ask the co-operation of all in order to establish our reputation
for well kept homes.
The city teams will collect rubbish that is placed in proper
receptacles on the Side of the street.

Makes Cooking Easy

EDWIN L. BROWN,
Mayor.

A TWO-DAY DELUGE

DAYLIGHT SAVING

'•-£?:',3

5*

Does Much Damage In Maine Is Already Effective in 350
Eastern Cities and Towns—
—Knox County Feels' Re
Begins in Rockland Sun
sults — An Obstreperous
Tree.
day, May I 3.

In his exceedingly entertaining ‘Tortraits of a Half Century," published in
the Boston Sunday Herald, former
Congressman Samuel L. Powers pre
The two days’ downpour which d:,^
Daylight saving time began at 2 a. m.
sents some highly valuable and inti so much damage in the river sections
of Maine Saturday and Sunday was Sunday under local ordinances In about
mate recollections of men prominent
comparatively merciful in its handl 350 cities and towns in a group of
in the past life of Washington. His ing of Knox County, but the result was
Eastern states, as well as a few scat
latest contribution, reviewing some of felt here when the Central Maine
tered Middlewestern cities. Massachu
the striking characteristics of Presi Pwer Co. announced to patrons that it setts is the only state having a day-'
would he obliged to furnish power on
dent Roosevelt, carries the following
light saving statute. The new time
a reduced scale.
allusion to Congressman Charles E.
The Deep Sea Fisheries, Inc. sus will continue until 2 a. m. Sept. 30 in
Littlefield, between whom and Mr. pended operations during the emer the localities referred to.
Powers there existed the closest of gency while the Rockland and Rock
New Y'ork and New Jersey are the
port Lime Corporation and Camden
political and friendly relations:
mills operated on a curtailed schedule. principle states in the Eastern time
“Roosevelt was sorely tried at times The Street Railway used hut two cars zone in which under local ordinances,
by Congress, as most Presidents have on the main line, running once an hour clocks will be advanced one hour, while
been, and was disposed to measure to Thomaston and Camden and once in about 50 scattered cities and towns in
swords with the law-making power, two hours on the Highland and War New England, outside of Massachu
but wise counsel of his friends avoided ren diversions.
setts, will observe daylight saving
a conflict. He came near having a
The freight service was cut out en either by local ordinance or by common
serious controversy with Congressman tirely, with the exception of the lo consent. Daylight saving throughout
Littlefield of Maine in the 57th Con cal freight.
Massachusetts was assured by the re
gress, growing out of a bill to regulate
Supt. Blodgett in conference with cent action of the House in refusing to
the trusts, which had been reported by the Augusta headquarters learned that consider further the repeal of the pres
the House committee on judiciary. no cars were running between Augusta ent statute.
Littlefield claimed that the President
In Connecticut attempts to prevent
and Waterville; that many mills were
had broke'n his promise to support the
shut down; and that the Central daylight saving time failed earlier this
bill and threatened an attack upon him
Maine's steam plant in Farmingdale, month when the state Senate defeated
from the floor of the House. The sit
which was being run wide open, would an anti-daylight saving bill, which the
uation was serious, and the President
be put out of commission if the water House previously had passed. The bill
was greatly disturbed. He sent for
provided for a fine of $100 or ten days’
Overstreet of Indiana, and myself, who rose another foot. In Gardiner the imprisonment, or both, for the wilful
water was running like a river
were close friends of Littlefield and
In Augusta display of any hut standard time in
were serving on the same sub-com- through the main street.
the
water
had
readied
the
eaves
of the public places. Some members of the
mittee wh°n the trouble arose and were
E. ter Steamship building. Melting legislature considered that the bill even
inoiv’or less familiar with the facts.
applied to wrist watches. Members
He requested us to attempt to bring snow around Carrahasset and Green from the rural districts opposed any
ville
added
to
the
freshet.
Moosehead
about a reconciliation between himself
change in time.
and Littlefield. By the exercise of had not reached the danger point.
Mirror
Lake
and
Chickawaukie
Lake
much patience and considerable diplo
macy we finally did bring about what were both reported to be overflowing
The Common Council of Hartford re
might be called a truce, and persuaded the highways.
About 10 o'clock Sunday forenoon cently voted for daylight saving, after
Littlefield not to make the attack. When
we made our final report to the Presi the storm undermined a tall fir tree the failure of an attempt in the legisla
dent we said to him that we thought between Stickney's Corner and Wash ture to have a referendum on the ques
Mr. Littlefield had acted in a most gen ington village and it fell across the tion. Hartford, so far as known, is the
erous and honorat Je manner; that we Central Maine Power Co’s, transmis- only municipality in the state to take
trusted that the relations between them rion line. Qrdinarily this would have this action. Last year such cities as
in the future would be cordial, and that been an easy matter to remedy, but New Haven. Hartford, New London
he as President would be willing to the traveling was so bad that the re Norwalk, Bridgeport, New Britain.
meet Littlefield half way. Roosevelt lief crew had to cut trees and bridge Meriden. Waterbury and others in the
replied, ‘Meet him half way! 1 am roads which had been gullied and three manufacturing districts observed day
willing to go the entire distance. The times the company's motor car had to light saving by common consent, or by
trouble with your friend Littlefield is lie pulled out of the mire—once by earlier working hours, without ad
that he is just like a mule. Whenever horses and twice by oxen. The power vancing clocks.
In Delaware where Wilmington and
I undertake to get near him and pet was oft from 10 a. m. to 5.45 p. m.
Newport last year observed daylight
him he whirls around and kicks me in
saving time under local ordinances, an
the shins.’ The relations between the
anti-daylight bill tils year passed the
President and Littlefield were some
legislature and became law without the
what strained after this controversy,
governor's signature. There was talk
and I do not think .they ever enter
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
of the possibility of court action
tained cordial relations toward each
Th. Famous She.t Mjsie you soo adver
against the law. which compels courts,
other.”
tised in all the ieading magazines. Over
public offices and banks to operate on
2200 selections—send for catalogue.
The friends of those days privileged
eastern standard tinTP.
MAINE
MUSIC
CO,
Rockland,
Ma.
to have been in the confidence of Mr.
Tentative arrangements have been
Littlefield reyall with what unreserved
intensity he resented what he regarded
as Roosevelt’s deliberate withdrawal of'
|
support after placing in his hands Lae
trust bill of that session. Littlefield i
shone in the white light of publicity,!
one of the most dramatic figures in the j
public life of his time, and the news- •
papers of the country had naturally i
headlined the connection, out of which >
treat things were expected to issue. |
The failure of the Littlefield measure
to "get anywhere” he attributed al-!
most wholly to the President’s delib
MP
erate abandonment of him, and that'
was a thing—breach of faith with re- I
sultaht humiliation—that Littlefield's1
proud and aggressive spirit could never
brook. Mr. Powers states the case
with mildness when he doubts that;
THIS
I S
MAY !
they ever again entertained cordial re
Are you ready to meet May?
lations toward each other.

,?«*•

never fineiV I Mas such
a good coofc ”
ND I’ll have to give most of the credit to our new

A Glenwood range, it certainly has made a difference in
my cooking. I’m spending less time in the kitchen, too.”

,

"It’s a relief to have a range that doesn’t need to be coaxed

to cook.”
❖

£

*

*

A Glenwood comes as near to making cooking a pleasure
as any range can. It does make cooking easy, which is really
more important.

The Model “C” Glenwood is
illustrated here.
Its big square oven bakes food
exactly right top, bottom and clear
through. The balanced baking
damper and the Glenwood Patent
Indicator take care of that—you
can’t make a mistake.
•
Like every Glenwood, the Model

“C” is built for a lifetime of service.
It will give you a new idea of how
easy it is to be a good cook.

SHEET MUSIC 15c

IN POLITICAL CIRCLES
A resolution characterizing Henry
Ford as “A great industrial leader”
and declaring that any Presidential
boom at this time was premature, was
adopted at a meeting Wednesday of
the Idaho State Central committee.

•• « •

Senators Borah. Johnson and LaFollette should leave the ranks of the Re
publican party and join the Democrats,
•'where they belong,” Nathaniel A.
Elsberg told a large New York au-,
dience Wednesday night, after his reelection as president of the National
Republican Club. His attack on the
three senators was heartily applauded,
and none arose to the defence of the
trio.
"I want to see the time and that
soon," he said, “when men who have
been elected by Republican votes and
supported by Republican newspapers
and who style themselves Republicans,
but who at every opportunity assail a
Republican administration President
and Cabinet, are thrown out of the Re
publican party and over into the Dem
ocrat party, where they belong. I have
particular reference to Borah, LaFoliettc and Johnson.”
A report endorsing President Hard
ing's advocacy of a world court of in
ternational justice, submitted by a
sub-committee of the committee on
national affairs, was laid over for
printing and distribution among all
members.
• * • •

/

Secretary of State Charles W. Pool
announces that the petition placing
Henry Ford's name on the Nebraska
primary ballot as a candidate for the
Presidential nomination in 1924, did
not have the requisite number of sig
natures. He said he found it neces
sary to reject a number of signatures
among the petitioners. The petition,
containing 1.600 signatures, was tiled
April 11 by Roy M. Harrop, president
of the American Economic League of
Omaha, and requested that Mr. Ford's
name be placed on the primary ballot
of the Progressive party. Mr. Harrop
declared that Mr. Foul had not l»een
consulted but that the American Eco
nomic League which was sponsoring
the Ford-for-President Movement, had
drafted Mr. Ford as a candidate.

Togs tell the tale.
May we mix in on your make-up
for May?
May
we
suggest
a
grey?
A style
leader today.
A gay new chevio t—
basket
weave,
soft
finished,
quarter lined?
It is a suit that will make your
good taste, not your dress, con
spicuous.
'
Prices $35. to $40.
1 he newest lids, $5.00.
No last year's hats.
White flannel trousers of best
quality, $1 0.00.

Glenvsod 'Via Peart GrayEaaael or Standard black Finish

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANYR0CKLAND
MAINE

made by the Merchants' Association of I results of tests of the Massachusetts
New York to have Marcus M. Mark ! state experimental farmers who do ad
president of the National Daylight it ocate daylight saving. Many farmers
Saving Association who launched tlv j have contended that crops could not he
movement in 1915. broadcast through motivated early in the morning when
out the United States by radio an ad dew is still on the plants, but this ar
dress on the advantage of the new time, gument. daylight saving proponents
with the view of augmenting’the num say. was reduced to the case of one
plant—beans.
Subsequently, it was i
ber of cities which have adopted it.
England and Belgium are among added, one Massachusetts farmer, an
some of the European countries which advocate of daylight saving, cultivated
observe five months of daylight sav a record crop of beans while dew-laden
ing, beginning the latter part of April. prior to 6 a. m.
In Rockland daylight saving goes in
Advocates of the new time declare
that the principal objections to day to effect one week from next Sunday,
light saving, originating mostly in the and standard time will he resumed
rural districts have been exploded by Sunday, Sept 9.

3 CIS. WORTH OF MOTOR TONIC
EQUAL TO ONE GALLON OF GASOLENE
•
A Wonderful Chemical Discovery that Increases the Power of Gaso
line fully one-third; Eliminates Carbon and all motor troubles,
giving you a More Efficient Motor and a Moro Reliable Motor.
More Miles Per Gallon. Thirty Per Cent More Power, More Speed
as Required.

THURSTON’S

MOTOR TONIC

Cuts the Consumptoin, Carbon and Cost, and'Provides Push, Power
and Pep. This product has been tested for years and comes fully
guaranteed not to injure the finest mechanism.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. A trial will convince
the most skeptical of a new way to save money.
A can containing 100 tablets, sufficient to treat 100 gallons of gaso
line sells for $1.00 and will remove carbon and keep it removed,
giving you a perfect running motor once more.

J. F. GREGORY

THURSTON PRODUCTS CO.

SONS CO.

MAIN OFFICE

DISTRIBUTORS

TEL. 141-R.
313 PARK ST.
Rockland, Maine
HOWARD WALTZ, Agent

STEAMBOAT SHOP
Tillson Wharf. Telephone 611 - R
FREDERICK U. WALTZ, Mgr.

MAINE CENTRAL DEFICIT

Tile Maine «'■ :it. «.l RaRroad'i •per- '
atioqs for the first quarter of 1923 re- |
suited In a ddi it of fttS.OM after fixed ;
charges as agairtst a deficit of $126,360
in the corn sponding period in 1832.
Severe weather conditions which greatly
increased operating expenses and de
creased revenue w< re the chief causes.
President McDonald aaid a substantial'
surplus is indicated in April.
SifflEI

PUBLIC CAR
I have a new Dodge Sedan for
Public Service. Will meet all boats
and trains and go anywhere by ap
pointment.

BERT WARD WELL
Telephone 152-12
52-57

raOTCOTrrax ; tttjTranssMM

WE GIVE REAL SERVICE
AT MOODY’S
68 PARK STREET, - - - - ROCKLAND
THAT GOOD GULF GASOLINE, LUSTERLITE,
KEROSENE, SUPREME OILS AND GREASES
TIRES
TUBES
ACCESSORIES

MOODY’S GAS AND OIL STATION
68 PARK STREET, - - - - ROCKLAND
WASH STAND SERVICE—DAY OR NIGHT

FREE PARKING FOR FIFTY CARS
52-TS-54
iliUltiilljuiiilJiillll

LAST TIMES TODAY—POLI NEGRI in “BELLA DONNA"

WHERE YOU SEE THE BEST FOR LESS

THE
NEW

VICTORY BONDS
All VICTORY LOAN BONDS are due

EMPIRE Theatre

NEW PRICES

Floor"—.ZZZZZZZZZZZZ.ZZZZ i5c

ALL THE TIME

Children under ten years.................................. 5c

and payable this month

LAST TIMES TODAY

We will be very glad to cash them for you

SECURITY TRUST CO.
Rockland, Maine
BRANCHES AT—
VINALHAVEN

WARREN

UNION

. ‘ l
CAMDEN
52-tf ..

WM. RUSSELL

HERBERT RAWLINSON

“MAN’S SIZE’

“THE SCARLET CAR’’

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
A Superb Double Feature Program
A Thrilling Western He-Man Story
A Breezy Comedy Drama Filled
with romance

“MILADY"
All Star Cast
LEATHER PUSHERS

■BBX

"AS A MAN LIVES"
All Star Cast

COMEDY

Matinee, 2:00 P. M.
Evening, 6:45, 8:30
PRESENTING PHOTOPLAYS WORTH WHILE

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
A movio that moves—action, a little love, a plot you can’t guess*
until the end, plenty of laughs and a big thrill
A PICTURE-PLAY SUPREME

“THE SONG OF

LIFE”

with a FIRST NATIONAL ALL STAR CAST
100'o Entertainment. It Will Be on the Tip of
Every Tongue in Town After Its First Showing.
COMEDY
NEWS
FABLES
No Advance. Matinee 10c, 17c. Evening 10c, 17c, 22c

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY—Big Double Feature Program
TOM MIX in “ROMANCELAND” and HOBART BOSWORTH in
“BLIND HEARTS”

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 1, 1923

Every-Other-Day

talk of the town

SURE OF A WINNER

FULLER-C0BB-DAV1S

L. E. BLACKINGTON

CQMINQ NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

BOOTS,

May 2 (League Baseball)—'Camden High ys.
Thoiuattpn High in Thomaston.
May 4—Miss Jennie Harvey-Percival an
nual dancing recital at the Arcade.
May 4—Arbor Day.
May 4—7.13 (p. m.), Annual meeting of Ed
ucatlonul Chib, Methodist vestry. Address by
Oliver L. Hall of Bangor on “Newspapers and
Their Development.”
May 5 (League Baseball)—Rockland High vs.
Lincoln Academy in Newcastle.
May 5—Knox Pomona Grange meets in Hope.
May 7—City Government meeting.
May 8—Annual meeting of Rockland Country
Club, at 7.30 p. tu.
May 8—Annual meeting of Rockland Coun
try Club at clubhouse.
May 12—Daylight saving goes into effect.
May 15—(Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R., whist
party at Copper Kettle.
May 19—Otke and apron sale by First Bap
tist women at Maine Music Co. store.
May 25-26—State Convention of Maine Fed
eration of Business and Professional Women’s
Clubs in Bangor.
May 30—Oakland Park opens.
June 12-13—Department Council and Field
Day of Patriarchs Militant in Rockland.
June 13-14 — Division Encampment, Sons of
Veterans, meets in Augusta.
June 13—Commencement exercises of Rock
land High School In Park Theatre.

This Week’s Weather
The weather man had me on ther
phoan yesterday an' sed he wuz power
ful sorry he hed hen actin so bad ther
past 2 days. “I’ve terned over a nu
leaf on ther kalcnder,” sed he, “an’
I'm goin’ ter start May better. Thair
may b a fu showrs. but ther wether is
goin’ 2 b ginraliy fare ontil ther last ei
ther week wen it wil b er trifel onstiddy. U wunt nfad enny overcoats
or eer mufflerz thi§ week.

’Bud” Walker is the new night man
tt the Fireproof Garage.
Miss Kath'leen M. Snow is employed
in the Camden public; library.

R. U. Collins is installing an accountiru system ipr the Snow-Hudson Co.

We have allotted the first five

of Suits. The list below tells you
Be one of the first if

the story.

you want or need a Suit.

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY,

THURSDAY,

the active life of the modern wom
They’re flexible, easy, efficient and

an.

MAY 4

MAY 3

full of pep.

They fit your feet, let

the toes bend and encourage the arches

to flex and exercise.

SATURDAY

They keep a well

foot well or they support a weak arch
as a bandage would.

MAY 5

Cantilevers are not only good for

Suits formerly priced to $59.50, now.................. $42.50
In this group of suits you will find three styles, box coat
model with side sash, blouse coat, and long tailored ef
fect suits—in navy blue, sand and dark tan shades.

In this lot are two and three button coat models, very
good selections in all sizes to 44—majority in navy blue.

1 sand three-piece suit, size 16, priced $29.50,
•
now.......................................................................... $20.00
Tweed suits, very pretty mixtures, in misses’ and
.ladies’ sizes........................................................... $25.00

Three-piece Knicker Suits, made in mannish ma
terials, both checks and stripes, misses’ and
ladies' sizes........................................................... $35.00
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Trawler Loon has been brought from
A. I. Mather. F. A. Peterson and J. A.
That section of the ex-I.indsey House
wall that formerly made the two upper Richan are attending Masonic Grand Pulpit Harbor, and will be put in com
mission.
stories was removed yesterday, amus Lodge in Portland this week.
ing a large group of spectators and
Rockland Lodge, F. & A. M., will hold
Absent Minded Abner had nothing on
making a big change in the building’s
Billy Williams who went calling in its stated meeting tonight for receiv
appearance.
Sunday's downpour minus one rubber. ing and balloting on petitions. Work
on the Entered Apprentice degree.
The long delayed and much heralded
A two-way canopy, 21x31 feet, is be
freshet arrived StAiday but fortunately
Bok, who pitched for the Camden
did little or no local damage. There ing constructed over the filling stations
was a lalge crop of “Ifs” and “suppos- at the Moody plant, Park street. The j locals, last summer, is doing fine work
whole is to be painted in Good Gulf on the Williams College team this sea
lngs” however.
orange and the shingled walls of the son. lte has already won two or three
Howard Rollins who has been em station will be stained dark green, games.
ployed at t^p Payson Company's store, making a striking combination.
News was received here this morning
h.as Joined’the Central Maine Power
There will be a circle supper at the of the death of Thornton Packard, for
Co.'s staff. Clayton Witham succeeds
him in neighbor Payson’s establish Universalis! church Wednesday. The merly of Rockport, which took place in
housekeepers are: Mrs. Adelaide But Syracuse, N. Y., yesterday. The re
ment,
man. Mrs. Annabelle Berry, Mrs. Alice mains will arrive in this city tonight
/. reduction of $3 a ton in the price Knight. Mrs. Ida Maxey. Mrs. Gertrude
Commencing today the State ferry
of egg. stove and nut coal, and $2 a ton Payson, Mrs. Abbie Campbell, Mrs.
in pea coal, was announced the last of Angelica Glover, Airs. Grace Jones, Hockomock will begin her summer
the week. IJlie good news comes a bit Mrs. Grace Veazie. Miss Ellen Coch schedule, leaving Bath every hour and
late for the.average customer, but is rane. Miss Laura Sylvester. This will half hour from 6 in the morning until
be the annual meeting with election of 9 at night and Woolwich on quarter of
mighty welcome just the same.
officers in the evening.
and quarter past the hour. From 9 to
11 p. m. she will leave Bath on the
It is always interesting to see how
The most welcome collar at The hour and Woolwich on the half hour.
the'public reacts to nny emergency or
ir.chnvcntefic'e and in the curtailment Courier-Gazette office yesterday was the
Among the many special features on
of street car service necessitated by one sent down to replace the editor’s
shortage of power surprisingly little which had come in too close proximity the program for the children’s dance
grumbling was to be heard, though to a floundering horse which skillfully recital at the Arcade, Friday evening,
there were plcftty of good natured com directed by Cal Burrows was dragging will be a special solo dancer from Bath
a loaded rack out of the mud at the in two elaborate numbers of Ruth St
ments.
rear of the Lindsey House. It was an Denis in appropriate costumes. In one
April shower not foreseen.
number the dancer is accompanied by
When Mayor E. L. Brown was in
Mrs. Helen Cross, singing, “Temple
Florida the past winter he submitted a
Saturday’s stormy weather was pro Bells’’ and violin obligato by Air Clo
Sketch to the Tampa Museum of Fine
tier of Marston's Orchestra: Aladelyn
Arts, giving no thought to the possi hibitive of baseball but it did not pre
Coffey, as an old-fashioned flower
bility of its winning a prize. He was vent a small army of kids from gather
Flora Colson, as a "Dancing Doll,” and
consequently much surprised yesterday ing at the Limerock street corner,
Vivian Hall, in Thistledown. Each has
when ho received the following notifi where M. B. & C. O. Perry were giying
cation from the secretary of the Art away 46 bats and balls to the first 46 a cute solo part. The many and various group dancers show the progress
Club cf St. Petersburg. Fla.: “In the kids purchasing a certain amount of
the pupils have made this winter under
F. B. Black competition at the Taijtpa goods. The grand rush which ensued Airs. Percival's instruction, including
would
have
dismayed
any
force
not
Museum cf Fine Arts your water color
Chinese, Italian, Russian, and Irish
entitled 'Sponge Boats’ was awarded acclimated to “sales." Ai. B. Perry is dances. Adelaide Cross does a Greek
the prize. We offer congratulations sued the checks and W. S. Healey dis interpretative solo. Grandma's Alinuet
at this recognition of your work.’’
‘ tributed the baseball paraphernalia,
and if you don't think there's a lot of song and dance, so well received in the
pep in a hundred or more Young Amer Thomaston recital last Wednesday
Loring Lee, who has been receiving icans you should have had their job. evening, will be repeated here by
..atment at Hot Springs. South Da Sixty-eight balls were distributed request, and danced by Jane Miller and
le.a. ‘since last September, has re among those who were not lucky Katheryn Creighton in old-time cos
turned to Rocklanu, and will make his enough to get in on the combination. tumes.
i: me for the present at the John S. There still remained a few balls, and
Ranlett residence In Rockville. Mr Lee these Air. Healey scotchgrabbed by
The Sunshine Society will hold
v. as an inmate of the Soldiers’ Home throwing them up Limerock street. rummage sale in the Alethodist Church
at Togas before going to South Da The spectators witnessed an enlivening vestry next Wednesday from 9 to 3.—
kota. His treatment at Hot Springs sqene.
adv.
50-52
has made a marked change in his ap
pearance. and he feels greatly bene
fited. Mr. Lee was suffering from rheu
matic trouble contracted during the
Spanish War.

PAPERS

SALE CONTINUES THROUGH SEASON
A large assortment of Papers for all rooms
for 5c to 25c per roll
Former price 12J/2C to $1.00 per roll

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE

A

NEW

FAVORITE

The Public is cordially invited to inspect the most-talked-of
medium priced car on the market.

A carload of which are due to

arrive this week.
In connection with our sales we have a well equipped service
station, operated on a flat rate service system with a full line of

parts.

EDWARD T. PAYSON
MAXWELL SALES AND SERVICE

but

good-looking.

They

are

shapely, made of very fine leathers and
Come in and see

them.

In this group are very pretty styles, straight box coat
model with side sash, and the long tailored effect—
navy blue predominating. These suits are in misses’
and ladies’ sizes

VV A L 1L

you,

reasonably priced.

Suits priced at $45. and $48.50, now . . ............. $35.00

The steamship James T. Morse, which
hits been occupying a winter berth in
Camden, is at the South Railway for
boiler repairs and painting.

Telephone that Item ot news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
feeders will see it.

Cantilever
Shoes add wings
to your feet

FRIDAY,

1 navy three-piece suit, size 36, priced $29.50,
now............................................................................... $20.00

A very pretty party was given last
right by the Chapin Class of the Universalist church on the fourth floor of
iho W. O. Hewett Co. littilding. The
hostesses were Mrs. H. John Newman
cud Mis. Rose Smith assisted by Miss
•Maude Pratt. Miss Caro Colson, Mrs.
Susan Deane Davis. Mrs. Ochca Sidensparker, Mrs. Carrie Davis. Mrs. Edith
Wimmer, Mrs. Theodore Strong aid
Polly Crockett The occasion happened
t- be npor the birthdays of two very
popular members, W. I). Tulbot and
Miss Beatrix Flint, therefore birthday
cakes were provided, candles and all.
A very pleasant half hour was spent
listening to the impromptu speech»s
demanded of them. One of the inter
esting features of the party was the
experience of the members that earned
by some other means than their regt .air earning capacity and they varied
from boot-blacking to turning newsboy.
Some of the experiences were told in
rang, prose and poetry; but when it
comes to shnmpooing bald licads that
was the limit. Harry Melvin Pratt, as
usual was the court jester and brought
down the house many times by his wit-N
tv ways aniT sayings. Rev. John M.
Ratcliff was master of ceremonies
when it camo to catching the dough.
The Studley Furniture Co. provided a
Brunswick phonograph which supplied
music for the dancing and all enjoyed
a very pleasant evening and are now
looking forward to the next Chapin
Class good time.

Rockland, Maine

'pilEY harmonize like good pals, with

The Agony Quartet held an early
morning rehearsal at Chisholm's yes
terday. ’Twasn’t half as had as the
name sounds

Tho. Salvation Army is greatly in need
of children's clothing, especially boys'.
If you can help suply the want notify
Capt. Smith, by telephone—514.

CLOTHING

MAY 2

MAY1

Suits priced at $35., now........................................ $25.00

Scott Coburn of Warren made his
regular Saturday visit to Rockland in
a new Dodge sedan. Spoke to ordinary
fellers just the same.

SHOES,

No Weak Knees In Rockport
High School This Year,
Judging From
Manager
Dow.

days of May to reduce our stock

Yesterday was the last day for the
flipnetting of smelts. Did you get your
share of the toothsome fish?

Leon Pierce of the Hotel Rockland
naff Is the owner of an Essex coach,
purchased through the Snow-Hudson
Co.
«'
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A flexible. Shoe for your flexible foot

/'antilever
V:Shoe

Baseball at Rockport High School
has been greatly retarded by the
weather, as of course it has been in all
other schools The squad has been on
the diamond but twice this spring and
the first game is to be played Wednes
day, with North Haven, at Oakland
Park (condition of the grounds permit
ting).
’Nevertheless, Coach Burqs reports
that the squad is a promising looking
bunch, and offers better material than
last year’s squad.
“We are fortunate,” says Manager
Francis I’. Dow, "In having live of last |
year’s team still with us. With such i
good material and a coach like R. A. |
Burns, coupled with the hearty backing j
of the school, we are sure to have a i
winning team.
Following is the complete squad:
Crockett. Tibbetts, Bryant, Brown,
Rhodes, Ausplund. McKinney. Dow.
Philbrook, Graffam. Spear, Erickson.
Welt, Buzzell. Kontio, Loffman, and
C’alderwood. The schedule follows:
Alay 2—North Haven at Oakland
Dark.
Alay 5—Waldoboro at Oakland Park. |
May 9—North Haven at North Ha
ven .
Alay 12—Bristol at Bristol.
Alay 16—Bristol at Oakland Park.
Alay 19—6t. George at Port Clyde.
May 23—Warren at Oakland Park.
Alay 26—Waldoboro at Waldoboro.
Alay 30—Open.
June 2—Warren at Warren.
June 6—Union at Oakland Park.
June 9—Union at Union.
June 13—St. George H. g. at Oakland
Park.
June 16—Open.

SIMONTON’S
Department Store
412 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Have You Entered?

^The Fleisher Ya, ,is
Knitting ^Sf^Cnntest

I

$2000 First Prize
149 OTHER PRIZES
OF $500 TO $25

for the Most Beautiful
Knitted Qarments

Wo have Contest Blanks for you !
Call at our Yarn Department for
information.

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
T&Stf

for Men
Women

HIGH
i
Opportunity Class of the First Bap-1
tist church will meet with Airs. K. C. i
Rankin, 74 Cedar' street, Thursday !
evening.
The sale by the Baptist ladies, which
was to have taken place at the Maine
Music store Alay 12, has been postponed
to Alay 19.

FOR ATHLETICS
Parent-Teacher
Association
Holds a Live Meeting and
Backs the Athletic Associ
ation.

Mayor Brown presided at an enthusi
astic meeting of the Parent-Teacher As
sociation last evening, held in the in
terests of athletics. The speakers were
Mayor Brown, John Hagar, Lawrence
Miller, Coach Crosby, Principal Cough
lin, Supt. Hull and A. L. Orne.
None of the speeches were more to
the point or better enjoyed than those
of the High School students, Hagar
and Miller. Hagar spoke of the ex
penses already incurred for necessary
supplies and estimated that at least
Sherman W. Hapgood, traveling pas $200 would have to be in the hands of
senger agent of the Alaine Central the Athletic Association before they
Railroad, who was in The city today, would dare to make final plans for a I
baseball season. He outlined a plan!
expressed confidence that a big season
of summer travel is ahead. "Right by which this sunt might be raised by
here in Rockland,” said Mr. Hapgood, selling season tickets at $1 for adults
your passenger agent, Air. McCurdy, and 25 cents for children. As there
informs me that he already has west 7 are to be at least six games played on
bound reservations way up into Sep the home ground he felt that people who
tember.” The summer schedule goes usually attended would be qaving
into effect June 24, with the probability money. Miller s|»oke of athletic con
that the Knox & Lincoln Division will ditions in the past, quoting from the
get the same excellent service that it last football season—worn-out suits,
did last summer. Although Air. Hap no shower baths, etc. He made an
good has been on the Alaine Central earnest plea for a stronger backing for
staff a number of years, he has held athletics.
Coach Crosby spoke of the need of a
his present position a comparatively
short time—long enough, however, to larger basketball hall, saying that the
demonstrate to the corporation and girls couldn’t have been beaten at Port
traveling public that his promotion was land had they been used to practicing
in a larger hall. He told of the football
well deserved.
prospects for the coming season when
the boys expect to meet teams at
Alay 11 at the Thorndike Hotel the Orono. Deering, Bangor and Brewer
people of Rockland will have an oppor He said that shower baths would im
tunity to hear S. T. Kimball on a sub prove the health of the team 100 per
ject which has been of immense inter cent, that he knew such things cost
est this year, the proposed Kennebec money but proposed a unique .plan for
bridge and bills presented at the Leg raising it. In an interview with the
islature for same. Air. Kimball is the managers of the local theatres he found
oldest legislative agent in the State of that they estimated yearly receipts at
Alaine, having followed this profession $35,000. He proposed that everybody
since 1901. He will take as his subject stay at one time out of every ten trips
at this meeting “Procedure and Prac to the theatre aJtd turn the resulting
tice of Alaine Legislature; Failure of
$3500 over to the Athletic Association.
Kennebec River Bridge Legislation.'”
Miss Coughlin told an amusing story
Air. Kimball will not speak in favor of
of a visit to a coal mine in Pennsyl
any one project at this meeting or ad
vania, then with her accustomed keen
vocate any particular move, but he will
ness applied the picture to conditions
do his best to explain just what a bill
in Rockland. She said that it costs
has to go through before it is passed
about $2000 a year to run the various
tn the Alaine Legislature, and it: regard
activities of tlie High School which sum
to the Kennebec Bridge legislation he
had been raised usually by the pupils
will tell the reason for the failure of
themselves. She closed with a strong
the legislation on this project this year.
Air. Kimball is a firm believer in a plea that the boys and girls of Rock
land be given a better chance to play.
bridge for this section of Alaine and is
Supt. Hull spoke of the fine get-to
in a position to be able to tell many
gether spirit of the people of Rockland
interesting phases of the fight staged
as evidenced at the recent food fair
in Legislature on the bridge question.
and asked that a similar spirit be
Tickets will be on sale commencing to
shown to the Athletic Association. He
morrow and can be procured from AV
H. Rhodes, phone 428, or at the office advised that two things be done—first,
see that all athletic meetings be proper
of the Chamber of Commerce.
ly reported: second, start an athletic
program now, not next fall. He paid a
A truck will leave from Mitchell & splendid tribute to the Rockland High
Ranlett’s at 6.30 Tuesday night for the School basketball team.
A. L. Orne spoke in favor of the sale
Alarston dance at Swan Lake. Round
of season tickets and promised the
trip $1.00.—adv.
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promoters, that if the necessary $200
wasn't forthcoming, to be one of ten
men to make up the needed amount.
a 1859
1923 I Mayor Brown promptly volunteered to
be the second one of the group, and
|
*4 Monuments^
both men were heartily applauded.
I E. A. GILDDEN & CO. 1 The Association went on record as
being in perfect sympathy and accord
with the work of the Athletic Ass’n.
WALDOBORO, ME.
and pledged itself to stand behind all
movements started by Coach Crosby
and his assistants. They voted that a
committee on publicity for athletics be
BORN
Hammond—‘Rockland, at Sllsby Maternity appointed by the chair. Mr. Orne, .Miss
Home, April 29, to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph P. Ham Coughlin and Mrs. Flanagan were
monq of Camden, a son.
named for that committee.
Entertainment was furnished by
MARRIED
Grade 8A which gave a short exhibition
Hllt-Abott—Brooks. April 28, by Rev E. S. of physical exercises and by the High
Martin, Clarence E. Hilt of Union and Miss
School students who sang several se
Alice E. Abbott of Knox.
lections.
The Association voted to
hold the annual election of officers at
DIED
Sidelinger—Stickney Corner, April 14, E. A. the May meeting and a nominating
Sidelinger, a native of Union, aged 73 years.
committee consisting of J. M. Richard
Wotton—Thomaston, April 28, Mrs. Ella Wot- son, Mrs. R. J. Wasgatt and Miss
ton, aged 63 years.
Tuttle—Thomaston. April 28, Mrs. George Eleanor Griffith was appointed, fo re
Tuttle, aged 60 years.
—
port at the next meeting.

Half of the city piled pell-mell to
the Northend early Saturday evening
via automobile, electric cars and
Shanks’ mare, called by a sky-lighting
blaze in a barn on Perry street, owned
by Isaac Berliawsky. The structure
and contents were a total loss, par
tially covered by insurance. Had it
been a dry night a serious conflagration
might have resulted for the hay and
hard wood flooring, with which the
barn was filled, burned fiercely.

Uarleton—Thomaston. April 28, Edward
Carleton, aged 87 years.
Daggett—‘East Union, April 22, Ellen F.,
widow of Erastus Daggett, aged 77 years.
Rappleye—'Rockland, April 29, Elbert Rap
ple.ve.
Hussey—Rockland, April 30, Emily G., daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Hussey, aged
6 years. 4 months. 22 days. Funeral from Sal
vation Army rooms Thursday at 2 o’clock.
Robbins- 'Rockland, April 30. Herman Rob
bins, aged 35 years, 9 months, 18 days. Fu
neral services Wednesday at 2 o’clock,
- Simmons - Thomaston, April 29, Ella Sim
toons, aged 60 years. 4 months, 21 days.
Irving—St. George, April 29, George R. Ir
ving, aged 83 years, 3 months, 24 days. Fune
ral Wednesday at 1 o’clock.

“Are checks negotiable? What is a
certified check? In case several in
dorse a note, what responsibility is
assumed by each? What does 'without
recourse' mean? What parties to a
note are not responsible to the holder
unless notified? Who are responsi
ble without notice?”
The above are
questions for the next Educational Club
meeting from Hardeen's 500 Questions
in Civics. The Direct Primary Law of
Maine will be discussed also May 4.
The charge for puhllening a Card or Thanka and annual reports of officers pre
sented.
la 50 oeate, ea»U to accompany the order.

GRADE

CLOTHING

AT REASONABLE PRICES
For many years we have been do
ing business with the good people of
Rockland and vicinity; and it is with
pardonable pride that we look back upon
our achievements in the commercial
world during that period. The principal
reason for our success has been—and
we trust will be—the great number of
people who constitute our regular cus
tomers—some of them representing
families who have traded with us for
four decades; others, no less valued,
who have more recently become ac
quainted with the character of the goods
we carry and the liberal business policy
that we have always maintained.

We Sell

PEAVEY BROS.

HAND TAILORED
SUITS AND OVERCOATS
For quality, style and fit we know of no
better clothes than Peavey Bros, make
and we can and do sell this make of high
class clothes at prices way below that of
any nationally advertised line.

We are Rockland agents for

LAMSON & HUBBARD HATS

-

HATHAWAY SHIRTS

YALE UNDERWEAR

HAS SEVEN “VETS”
Warren High School Looks
Fit To Give Good Account
Of Itself This Season.
All but two members of last years
team are in the lineup with Warren
High Shcool tliis season and it is ex
pected that a very favorable showing
will lie made in the kuox and Lincoln
Secondary League. The Veterans, aid
positions they will occupy this season,
are:
Leslie Borneman, pitcher and first
base; Roland Berry, pitcher and first
base; Clement Moody, captain; How
ard Chapman, shortstop; Langdon
Wyllie, Centerfield; William Stickney,
right field; Arnold Teague, left field.
The other members of this year's team

are Leland I’eabody, third base, and
Charles Dolham, second base.
Roland Berry is captain; Raymond H.
Steward, principal of the school, is
manager, and Edward Pelley is coach.
The schedule:
May 5—Union at Warren.
May 12—St. George ut Warren.
itKtj
JO----IIHJII ill
May IS
—IUnion
at Union.
May 23—Rockport
kport at Oakland Park,
May 39—Vliildoboiro at Waldoboro,
June 2—Rockport
port .«at Warren.
June 9—Bristol (pending).
June 1C—Bristol (pending).

When ordering Kerosene specify
Lusterlight, used exclusively ot Orono
Experiment Station for Incubators,
brooders and
experimental work.
Wholesale and Retail at Moody's, 68
Park street.
52-54

A rummage sale is scheduled for
Grand Anpy hall Thursday afternoon.

DRIVE UNDER OUR CANOPY
Where you can get—
Your tanks filled with gas.
Your tires filled with air.
Your radiator filled with water.
Your engine filled with oil.
Your accessory needs filled
without leaving the car and in rainy weather with
out getting wet. That's our idea of service.
MR. SERVICE

FIREPROOF

MR- COURTESY

GARAGE

CO.

TELEPHONE 889.
REAR STRAND THEATRE
WASHING DAY OR NIGHT

Every-OtHer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 1, 1923.
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NEW BRIDGE DRIVE

QUARRY AND KILN

Backers of Kennebec Proposi A Big Batch of Newsy Items
From the Delayed Issue of
tion Show Cheerful Spirit
Editor Clark’s Bulletin.
At Banquet To Carleton.

SHARKEY GIVES

TANLAC CREDIT

Quarries
The opening gun of a campaign for
Track at yellow rock 2 has been
the passage of a Kennebec bridge bill
by the Maine Legislature in 1925 was graded to make an easier movement of
DECLARES IT QUICKLY RESTOR
fired at Bath Wednesday evening, when cars.
)RAND;
The big crusher is again in operation
more than 150 Bath men. and a number
ED
STRENGTH
FOLLOWING
I' Rd
j of ladies, gathered at a complimentary with the following crew: John Burns
' pa© •
.’! 'irl ■
Ueans^or* 3
[ dinner extended Sagadahoc county’s foreman, James Higgins. Clyde Fuller,
PLURAL PNEUMONIA AND FLU.
senator, Hon. F. W. Carlton of Wool- John Rokes, Charles Graham, Carl
&e®*ANTK‘TRieK&e°J
Kalloch. William Leonard. Edward
’
wich.
f OF.TLANO, MCi The dinner was designed as a testi- Day, LaForrest Day.
: ''-"’'is
The wooden compressor building is
! monial to show appreciation of Senator
_________ .tsche?*/. w,wnasaiaHiLii
! Carlton’s efforts in the last legislature being replaced by one built of brick,
“At the rate Tanlac is eliminating my
oi’i?/ / kva/zf
xicre
in behalf of the Kennebec bridge bill by the Sawyer crew. The old building
j which he introduced, and the sentiment is being taken down in sections so that troubles, it won’t be long until they are
: was expressed in no uncertain tones by no interruption in operation will be entirely gone,” recently said John L
2G22
I numerous sneakers that the battle had. Arch brick laid on edge are being Sharkey, 80 W Cedar St., Boston.
; .-ommenced at Augusta this last winter used, with arches over the windows
Mass., well-known clerk.
i should be continued right up to the and the large double door, and the roof
is
to
l>e
covered
with
asbestos
shingles.
“Last fall I had plural pneumonia
minute that the enactment of such a
- *»r-r fjr’wwa■« JM;-..»d»MaflMeMt«luM.i»a«k**»eW*S
bill is made possible. In other words. When completed it will be a fine look and had hardly improved any when the
I that Maine should not be allowed to ing building, absolutely fireprooof, and flu gave me another awful set-back. 1
was left with terrible pains in the ab?
forget the Kennebec bridge matter dur will eliminate grass fire hazard.
George Ulmer has returned as domen, and was sallow’, bloodless and
ing the next two years and that the
•lumpen
at
Cobb
3
after
being
out
near

I agitation in its favor should not be
lifeless so as to speak. Palpitation
ly all winter from various causes, one was so bad I thought I had heart
• drooped between sessions.
of
which
was
the
result
of
a
fall
from
Former Mayor Joseph Torrey ex
trouble, and the fearful headaches 1
pressed his belief in the necessity of a dumping platform which lamed him had unstrung my nerves completely
considerably.
' bridge across the Kennebec at Bath
Chronic constipation and inflamation of
The crew of Yellow Rock 2 spent the bladder were among m.v troubles
land complimented the senator from
three
days
last
w<
♦
k
in
trimming
bluffs
I Sagadahoc for the hard work which he
also, and sleep was almost impossible
j had put in, trying to bring the matter ind made a finished job of it.
“I have only been taking the Tan
The newest thing in
A
stuffed
alligator
has
been
added
to
I to a successful conclusion. He regret
lac treatmen tabout three weeks but
the
office
equipment
and
adorns
the
House Heating
ted that Mr. Carlton had not received
am eating now as much as I ever did
j the unanimous support and hearty co- top of Supt Adams new roller top desk. and the stomach trouble has comletely
PRICES FROM
The
’
gator
measures
five
feet
in
length.
i operation of all and believed that if
disappeared. The constipation is much
Patsy Rome to has recovered suf
$135.00 to $185.00
i this agitation for a bridge was contin
improved, my nerves are calm, and I
ficiently
from
his
shoulder
injury
to
ued that Bath would get it eventually,
sleep sound every night. I am cer
OUR PRICES LOWEST
resume
qparry
work
and
he
is
now
boss
and that he was of the belief that it
tainly glad to be getting well so fast.’
In
Hard
Rock
2,
taking
the
place
of
EVER OFFERED
■ might be possible to secure the enact
Tanlac is for sale by all good drug
Eddie
Beebe
who
has
gone
to
braking
No charge for labor except
ment of such a bill as Senator Carlton
J. Robert Adams of Hard Rock 3 re gists. Accept no substitute. Over 37carpenter work. Any price we
i had proposed, by the next legislature.
give is complete except for
' lie said it was unusual to give a dinner turned to work last Thursday after a million bottles sold.
in honor of a man who did not get three weeks’ absence on account of
smoke pipe.
Tanlac Vegetable Pills are Nature’s
; wl^at he had sought but that Bath peo a sprained ankle. He twisted his foot own remedy for constipation. For sale
on edge of platform while answering
ple
realized
the
hard
proposition
which
Call us for a
everywhere.
he had before him and appreciated the a hurry-up b<U call.
Lem Payson a long-time ago em
demonstration
tight he had made for the bridge. N.
• Gratz Jackson read letters from a ploye has returned to Lhe quarries and
house last week called out fire crew No.
t.umber of prominent Maine men, in- is working in Cobb 1. He has recently
Telephone 713
1 consisting of William Reed captain
• eluding Gov. Baxter, President Frank been employed in the Stonington quarAsa Jackson mate, Charlie Lee eoofc
) G. Farrington of the Senate and others. 1 f*es; The line of stories he brought
he fire was quickly subdued.
, complimentary to Mr. Carlton and ex- back with him has caused him to be
Alec rfricson, John Auldberg, George
{ pressing regrets at their inability to at called “Truthful Lem.”
Brackett
and Andrew Barren, remain
The
large
number
of
kilns
in
opera

tend the dinner? Among others were
ing members of the Walsh crew who
Senator Morneau of Lewiston; Senator tion at present keep the crews hustling
ROCKLAND
DISTRIBUTOR
OF
ALL
KINEO
PRODUCTIONS
have been working in the repair shop
Te
Roscoe E. Emery of Washington coun and some l»ig days’ work are being had.
finish their labors here this w^ek.
ty; Senator Ralph O. Brewster of Cum Recent day records are 130 drags, 88
278 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Frank Smith has retired-on a pen
berland; Senator Stetson H. Hussey of straight, 42 chips, for Crockett 8; 119
sion from his position as flagman at the
Mars Hill; Senator Richard O. Elliot of drags straight for Crockett 2; 114
Knox; Senator Alexander Speirs of drags, 90 straight, 24 chips, for hard Tillson avenue crossing, owing to ill
health lie has been in the employ
Cumberland; and Senator J. D. Phillips rock 1.
Improvements on dumping platform f the company for the past 28 years
of Southwest Harbor.
• ♦ • ♦
at Cobb 3 make it the best dump on nd has carefully .and faithfully per
formed all duties assigned him during
Senator Frederick W. Hinckley of the linq.
Emil Rivers who has been substitute that period.
South Portland declared that Xlr. Carl
The neatest and best equipped office
ton was a great worker and one whom dumper for a long time has joined
round the plant is the one recently
he admired for his frankness, honesty Cobb 3 crew.
Karl Hansell and Laurl Laksonen are tilted up by Foreman Blackington ip
and whose word he had always found
gcod 100 per cent. He said that on the two new men in Cobb 2. They came the northwestern corner of the machine
hop. Beaver board finish in tan and
second day of the session he introduced he-re direct from Finland.
white with all the modern office ac
Five Kilns
himself to Senator Carlton and told
Barge 704 loaded 2150 selected last cessories make it a room to be enjoyed
him that he was with him on the
for either business or pleasure. Joseph
bridge matter and would stay with him week.
Walter Dudley who has been in the Brazier has been transferred to the
and he did. He declared against the
so-called Kennebec Bridge Corporation woods all winter, came on Tuesday as Tillson avenue station, taking the place
of Frank Smith, retired.
Daniel
act and against the state granting su h Jobber and spare kiln man.
First aid treatment and a trip to th Doherty has Joe’s position at the
rights to private individuals and cor
porations. He said the promoters of it dispensary soon fixed a lime burn on round-house for tht- present, and
had intended making a big killing at the hand of Ernest Thompson. No time Riley Cables is officiating as black
smith with Will Ulmer.
I the expense of the people of the state lost.
Records on two kilns were broken
and that they did not give up this idea
Point
until within a few hours before the ad- last week. No. 4<with 1280 barrels beat
L. Small is a new arrival as jobber
I Journment of the session. He said that ing all previous productions and No. ind spare kiln man.
I he believed if the session had lasted 5, known as the coffee po4, coming
Jesse Linnell Is back from the coun
I two days more that the bridge bill across with 117.2^ barrels broke a pre try where he has been spending the
vious
high
reeprd
of
1171%
which
had
would have been passed.
winter, and is on a3 jobber and substi
XS
Among up-to-date road builders, the Cletrac Model “W ’ IndusS3
He said that many people believed been considered .the limit for this kiln tute kiln man.
The
total
production
for
all
the
kilns
£7?
trial Tractor Has long been considered an indispensable* power unit.
55 $3,000,000 bond issue for the Kennebec
Ed Suk» forth and Mart Cunningham
was better than $6,000,000 bond was 5.694% barrels, an average of 1130 ormer employees in the cooper shop
Its crawler construction makes good footing of the softest mud or
55 bridge
per
kiln,
ns
follows:
No
1.
1020.
2
issue for concrete highways that were
ire coopering for the Edward Bryant
~~
sand. Its sturdy power can be depended upon for a full day’s work
«£■< ail out of shape inside three years.
1083; 3, 1054; 4. 1280; 5, 1172%.
Co. at the North End.
After
being
out
since
last
fall,
kilns
S3
year in and year cut. Its ability to get in and out cf ditches, gives
S3
The schedule is mostly bulk and
Senator Carlton was greeted with 2. 3. 4 and 5 went Into operation Afir:
ss:
Cletrac a place in road building work that no other form of power
ome ^elected.
This arrangement
cheers. He said he went to Augusta to 8 and No 1 the 12th, making full op
EE can fill.
3S get a bridge and explained why he did eration for this section. All hard rock makes it possible for Charles Seavey
ml John Y. Sullivan to do tha trim
S
DEMONSTRATIONS GIVEN
3 not get it. He complimented highly his is being burned thefschedule being
ming with occasional lifts by C. Peaellow Senators and discussed briefly the lected and No. L. The crews are made iody of the five-kilns
Foreman. Walter
Dead River water storage bill as the up as follows:
Ralph Tripp has retired from his po
ether big project before the legislature Maurer; night foreman, Albert Brack sition as sub-foreman and bookkeeper,
and claimed if the Senate had been ett. Kiln crews: 1. Charles Nystrom finishing up last Saturday. He goes to
H
54 WALDO AVENUE, ROCKLAND. TEL. 472-3
= there alone both would have been Joseph Pisano. Byron Small; 2, Philii
he Maine Central freight office as
l»assed. He laid the defeat in part to Roblshaw. Ernest Robishaw. Elmer •hecker and began his duties at that
floor leader Harvey Granville of Par- Armstrong; 3. Joseph Vasso, Fred dace Monday His place has been
sonfield, in the House. Senator Carlton Townsend, Nick the Greek; 4, Louie taken by Roger Ludwig who has re
said he was sure the bridge bill would Peterson, George Morrithew, Joseph cently been in the employ of the Cen
pass the next Legislature. He claimed Shaw; 5, Willi.un Young. Charles Rol
tral Maine Power Co.
Jobbers
if the Senators had let the highway iahaw, Ernest Thompson.
Kiln crews as arranged for the slim
bond issue of $0,000,000 pass there James Dudley. Ernest Wood. Arthu
ier ar?: 1. Antone Delmonico, Augus
would be trouble in getting the bridge Marks, Lvstc r Kent, Horatio Flagg to Deknonico, L. Stanley; 2, James Filbill through next time so the Senate Jerry Clark. Trimmers: Albert Bor
sardo, John Flagg, John Brown; 3,
killed it to give its supporters, who op neman, Thomas Lothrop, Eddie Snow
ohn Caverson. William McKenzie, M.
posed the bridge bill, time to think it Fred Snow, M. Staples, George Camp
laierno. 4. Frank Childs, Ed. Smart.
over.
bell, Charles Peabody.
John Phelps. No 1 is at present run
He claimed that in a narrow strip
Limerock Railroad
ning with only three men instead o?
through Maine from Kittery to Calais
Engine 2 is in the machine shop f<
four which the kiln calls for. A few
the valuation was $324,000,000, about general repairs and retubing of boiler.
Ararm days will take some of the
half the entire valuation of the State,
Charlie Emery, recently with the
bunkum out of this three^man crew
and that the bridge would benefit all Knox Electric Co., is working in the
who are doing the work of four and
those people.
machine shop.
getting results.
He said the first thing to be done at
The Park street and Pleasant street
the next Legislature would be to take crossings and the Perry siding hSv
Gregory
eff the toll part of the bridge bill. He been retied.
Sidney Leonard is back again as job
said the bridge would be an issue in
The flat car is finished and ready her and spare kiln man.
the i ext campaign and suggested that for business. It was reconstructed
A. letter received by Nicolo Palermo
states that Rosario Timpone, a sub
the Federal government might help by from a box car wreck and makes
"A bite to eat—a bit of sweet"
advancing money, as in the case of the valuable addition to the rolling stock.
foreman who went to Italy last fall is
Portsmouth and Belfast bridges. He
A grass fire back of the hydran to be married in June. He expects to
complimented the Senators and Repre
return to Rpckland .about the first of
After a substantial
sentatives from Portland who he said
July.
llways showed great enterprise.
Ernest Lindsey a former employe has
meal, the children
Senator CarLton was presented a
returned as jobber and spare kiln man,
naturally want to top
handsome leather handbag and at th
after an absence of six years, during
lose was given three cheers.
which time be has been driving a coal
oil wish a bit of sweet
delivery truck. He is substituting on
No. 9 kiln.
Give them WRIGLEY’S,
STRAND THEATRE
A train derailment and consequent
the great American
plugging of kilns kept production fig
A
famous
novel
and
a
famous
play
ures down last week. For the week
Sweetmeat.
are picturized today—“Deserted at the
ending April 14, No. G was high with
Altar.
”
Millions
have
read
the
book
1304, 2 next with 1234%, then with
It combines the enjoyment
and more millions have seen the stage
1140 and 4 with 1115%. Production for
cf sweet with many BENEFITS.
success. The photo-drama is a tri
the remaining kilns was: 1.802; 7.935; 8,
umph
of
artistic
skill.
The
day
of
the
948% ; 9, 930; 10. 927; 1 1, 875. The total
It cleanses the teeth, removing
wedding arrived—all Hillsboro was
production for the week was 10,211%
food particles that lodge in the
there. The minister is about to conbarrels for the ten kilns, which is a
lude
the
solemn
ceremony,
Ann
and
crevices.
If neutralizes the
fine record for the nets.
Crandall, nervously happy answering
acids of the mouth, soothes the
Mills
his questions, the Squire craftily smirk
Anderson Borneman has gone to the
ing over it all. A woman suddenly
throat, and lastly—
five-kilns to trim lime.
arises from the audience, with a baby
The first shipments of a lot of soft
in her arms, and walks toward the bri
YVRIGLEY’S helps the stomach
wooil staves are being unloaded by a
dal group. The minister halts the cer
by supplying saliva to aid in
mill crew at the lumber storage shed.
emony. She confronts Crandall and
accuses him of being the father of her
Rockport
digestive work.
A new two-inch water pipe is being
•hild. What was to have been the hap
laid from the main near enterprise
piest day of Ann’s life ends in a sob
Made clean, kept clean, sealed
shed to the pc ts shed.
bing disappointment and Crandall is
tight in a wax-wrapped package.
The runway at boiler end of pets has
shamefully disgraced at his purported
been changed at rear entrance by
infamy. The Squire and his son are
building a platform and changing ap
inwardly overjoyed at the success of
proach New railings have been added,
77ie Flavor
their plan, and hypocritically offer sol
to conform to safety first rules.
ace to Ann. Squire Simpson wastes no
Lasts
Something which never happened be
time in attempting to clinch Ann’s in
fore occurred the week ending April 7,
heritance, and immediately suggests to
FOR bALt BY
when pet No. 9 came across with a
her that she take the protection of
ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
production of 1113% barrels .for the
John’s name which he gladly offers.
I'AKK
STREET
week. This is a long way ahead of any
Ann is too heartbroken at what has
46 T illl .1 i 19
previous record made by this kiln. The
just occurred to listen to such a sug
gestion. This is only a hint of what
crew were Charles Lane, Weston Wall
and Orrin Wellman.
the story is like.
Changes in the machine room: Don
There are really two features Wed
Clark and Loren Philbrook have left.
nesday and Thursday. The five-reeler
Don is a cigar salesman and Loren is at
is called “Tracks,” a title which gives
only a vague hint of an exceedingly in
the golf grounds for the summer, llai
teresting subject. The other feature,
Turner is opt rating the tongue and
It^the Pcitented Features
groove machine. Lewis Richaids the
for such it may well be termed, is
the Special Materials am
working off machine, and Earl Da. is
“Capt. Kidd’s Kid,” and it is not at all
Workmanship ifmtmaAc
i.4 new on the riveting machine.
difficult to imagine that Harold Lloyd
IUgDHTerenee
will be excruciatingly funny as the hero.
Lewis Richards of the machine room
\ OfALERS EVERYWHERE idWERj'
There is countrywide interest in “The
has devised a safety guard for the riv
■
AJTOWERCO.,!^tt»<
Christian.” which comes May 9 and 10.
eting machine at point of operation
<• BOSTON
- I w
—adv.
which, when perfected, will solve a

p

Telephone
Directory

AIL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD B SERVICE

-«
some
!

KINEO
PIPELESS

FURNACES

V. F. STUDLEY

|

FRED M. BLACKINGTON, Agent

j

After Every Meal

/n TOWER'S J

FISH BRAND SLICKER

AUTOMOBILE BATTERIE3

IT’S

HERE

AT

LAST

THE NEW BOSCH IGNITION SYSTEM
FOR FORDS $12.75

F. W. FARREL COMPANY
TEL. 661

643 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, ME,

'I

NEWSPAPER

Call £37-M

SEA VIEW GARAGE
Chevrolet Cars, parts and
Service Station. Auto Acces
sories.
689 Main St., Rockland

Call 770
and tell us to send you

ff

The Courier-Gazette
156 times a year for only $3.
All the Heme News

AUTOMOBILE AGENCY

I C E

—‘-----w----------------------Call 238

CALL SO

Rock’.and Motor Mart

: : for : :

CADILLAC
BUICK 4 and 6 CYLINDER
PLEASURE CARS
G. M. C. TRUCKS

ICE
Central Ice Co.

AUTO ACCESSORIES

MOVING
MOVING
S Auto Trucks for moving and
long distance hauling of all
kinds. We move you anywhere
in New England. You save
Crating, Time ard Money.
H. H. STOVER CO.
Tel. 818
Union St., Rockland
Finest equipment in Maino

Call 238

Rockland Motor Marta full ImY of
ACCESSORIES AND TIRES

CONFECTIONERY STORE

MONUMENTS

HOME MADE CANDIES

Telephone Connection

ICE CREAM

Gilchrcst
Monumental Works

Weymouth’s
Telephone 156-M

462 Main Street
EXIDE BATTERIES

Call 238

Rockland Motor Mart

I

Main Street
Thomaston, Me.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

HARDWARE AND PAINTS
Telephone 205

For Every Car

FLY SCREENING
Black, Galvanized and Copper
SCREEN PAINT

Special Prices on
RADIO BATTERIES

456 Main Street, Rockland

EXIDE BATTERIES

LAUNDRY WORK

H. H. Crie & Co.
GARAGE

Call 170

Call 124

People’s Laundry

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a Spe
cialty. Wet Wash.
Rou'.h
Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts,
Collars.

REPAIRING, STORAGE
AND SUPPLIES

Agent for
DODGE BROTHERS CARS

CHICK FEED
’N EVERYTHING
for growing chicks and chicks grown up.
A line of POULTRY SUPPLIES of
unquestioned quality : Page after page
in our I923, 180-page illustrated cata. log shows
INCUBATORS, HOVERS, BROODERS, FEEDS, ETC.
Write today for your copy. It’s FREE.
Kendall and Whitney - <?j/. 1858 - Portland. Maine.
ORDER SEEDS NOW

problem which has long-puzzled safety
inspectors who were sent here and a
few home inspectors.

Professionai& BusinessCards

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
By-Products
The many friends of M. H. Burns
Osteopathic Physicians
were glad to see him back on the job
38 UNION STREET, ROCKLAND. MAINE
again much improved in health.
HOUhS: 9 00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
A new International 2-ton truck with
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
pecial l>ody goes into commission next
Telephone 13b
week. It will be operated by L. Miller.
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
Additional range lights at the coal
tower and lights on skyline of gas C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph. C.
kilns storage building have been in
Chiropractor
stalled by Rollins
Richards.
The Walsh crew have been putting in 400 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
Graduate Palmer School ol Chirupraotio
bulkhe.ad:; in barges Rockland, RockOifice Hours:
haven and Rockville, and moved water Mondays, Wednesdays,
Fridays, 10-12, 2-5,
bud s aft They have repaired trestle
Tuesdays. Thursdays. 10-12, 2-5
Saturdays 10-12
Tel. 886
and walks at the live-kilns ami at
Rockport, besides many other repair
jobs. They expect a busy season.
F. B. ADAMS, M. D.
Patrons of the store were sorry to
Office hours: 8 to 9 A. M.
learn that Mr. Donohue, the efficient
I to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M aud
clerk who smilingly attended patrons,
by appointment
had changed occupations and was
400 Main St. ROCKLAND. MAINE
through at the .store. II has a po
Telephone 160-W
4Stt
sition with the International Correspondt nee Schools, his territory being
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
from Bath feast. Ira “Cuddy” Curtis
from a Southend store is to take the
Diseases of the Eye;
position.
Refractions, Etc.

407 MAIN STREET
Hours. 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
Residence. 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391*1
Office Telephone 493-W

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

SHEETROCK

Office: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
Office Hours: I to 3 ^nd 7 to 9 P. M
Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment

“The Fireproof Wallboard”

Telephones: Residence. 41-4: Office 149

It Makes a Clean Job

JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE

Think of the advantages
you obtain in remodeling
or building wit h Sheetrock.
Just nail the Sheetrock
units directly to the studs
or joists, and you have dry,
dean walls and ceilings
ready for decorating:
paper, paint, panels. And,
because Sheetrock is made
from rock, it is fireproof
and cannot warp. Ask to
see Sheetrock.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
Rockland, Me.

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

COMPLEE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
* LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main St., Rockland. Me.

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
—and—
X-RAY OPERATOR
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 123

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning

75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M,
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Evtoy-Other-Day

THE WINNING POSTER

AMONG THE SCHOOLS
News of the Busy Educational
World In and Outside of
Knox County.
Rockport High
There was no school Thursday, April
19, it being Patriot's Day.
The R. H. S. baseball team conducted
a tag day last Thursday to raise money
for bats and balls.
They received
about $25. A season ticket was given
to Auspland, '26, as a prize for selling
the most tags.
The Sophomore dance which was to
have been held April 27 at Simonton’s
Corner has been postponed until May
9. Admission, ladies 15 cents; gentle
men 50 cents. Music will be furnished
by Dean’s Orchestra of Camden. Re
freshments will be served at intermis
sion. Teams will leave the postoffiee
at 7.15 o’clock.
Alice Butler, ’23. substituted for Mrs.
Libby Friday.
The Seniors have their class parts all
written and are now busy learning
them. They will present the play,
’’Safety First,’’ which was such a howl
ing success last winter, in Tranquility
Hall, Lincolnville Center, Mby 17. A
dance will follow with music by Dean's
Orchestra of Camden.
Mrs. Ralph Burns, who attends Bates
College, visited school Monday after
noon.
(The Sophomore Latin class has com
pleted Book III. of Ctesar.
The American History Class has be
gun the study of Civics and Govern
ment.
The Village Improvement Society
held a meeting in the High School
building.
Monday evening plans were made to
organize a Junior Society, and a meet
ing will be held soon to elect officers.
The next meeting will be held Monday
May 7 at 7.30 oclock. All citizens are
invited to attend. Let’s clean up the
town.
•
Miss Alice Leigh. '26. has left school
ri d moved to Randolph.
Mr. Carter, one of the members of
the school board, visited school Mon
day.
The R. H. S. Tatler will be ready for
distribution by May 7. They will be
sold by students.
The High School was given the
pleasure of listening to the drawing
teacher, Mrs. Bird tell of her experi
ences abroad. Her talk was very in
teresting. She told of experiences in
England, Belgium. France, Italy and
other countries. The school greatly ap
preciated her willingness to do this.
While on his way to Camden, Con
gressman W. D. Upshaw of Georgia
stopped off at Rockport and visited the
s hool. He gave a very interesting
speech and kept the whole school in
uproar practically all the time. Broth
er Upshaw, as he wants us to call him.
is a noted lecturer, humorist, and ed
itor, and is loved by everyone in the
Southland. During his talk he pre
sented two mottoes, which are very
good. “Let nothing discourage you;
never give up,” and “I won’t leave
school until I get through." He has
just published a book and is going to
give one and autograph it, to the stu
dent in school who writes the best
story of the two talks, the second of
v.hich was given in Camden that even
ing.
McLain School
Pupils in Grade 8A remembered their
classmate, Elizabeth Annis, who is at
Silsby Hospital, with a "mystery” bas
ket Friday. The basket contained fruit
Powers, Jelly, grape juice, candy, and
boottk.
Outdoor exercise periods have been
resumed. Ten minutes are spent in
same lively game and five in physical
ixercise. Ring toss is the game for
this week with Ruth Crouse and Palmer
Pease as captains. The score now
stands 170 to 90 in favor of Palmer's
group.
This grade plans 4o spend an hour
each Monday for the rest of the term
in “accuracy” tests in arithmetic. This
drill will include common fractions,
decimals, percentage, and practica
measurements.
The following group leaders have
been appointed in Grade 7A; Group A
Theodore Bird;
Group B, May
r.ard Collamore; Group C, Earle C.
Freeman; Group 1). Donald Haskell
Group E, Richard Perry; Group F, Rob
ert Sadler.
The attendance banner for the month
with a percentage of 96.3, is held by
Teachers and pupils of the eighth
grades wish to thank the High School
lor an invitation to unite with them in
the assembly at which Congressman
Upshaw spoke last Wednesday.
Grade SC is glad to welcome Mar
garet Lawrence back after an ahsenc
of three weeks due to illness.
The pupils of this grade spend a par
of each Friday afternoon making bird
flower books, some of which are quite
attractive. Several of the class are
keeping bird lists. Neil Karl has al
ready seen 15 different kinds of birds.
Grade 4 for arithmetic is planning
the cost of a school garden. They hope
to have potatoes, peas, beans, lettuce,
radishes and other vegetables. In ad
dition they will have two kinds of flow
ars, the choice being sunflowers and
sweet peas. Different children hav
been appointed to find out where to
purchose the seeds, also price, how sold,
and quantity needed.
Hubert Hussey of Grade 2 brought
the first Mayflower to school Monday
morning.
Francis Knowlton and Rose Whit
more have passed in perfect papers in
ell their work the past two months.
Rachel Brown, Bertha Knight and
Marguerite Tibbetts are housekeepers
lor tirades 2 and 3 this week.
Pupils in Grade 1 are very glad to
welcome back their classmate Ruth
Hanstom who has been in Chicago th
past two months.
Those who hud perfect spelling pa
pers in Grade 2 last week were Dudley
Perry, Burton Biekmore, Robert Bure’
and Walter Conary.
• « • *
Tyler School
The pupils of Grade 1 are letting the
pussy willows help in their lessons,
“pussy willow" is drawn on the black
board for every child who has a per
feet lesson. Each day a pussy is added

that
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Announcement of Prize Winners

S&H
“Maine Maid

n

CONTEST
1st PRIZE—$40.00 to Mrs. H. L. Burr, Kennebunk, Me.
2nd PRIZE—$20.00 to Harry S. Dunbar, 54 Turner St., Portland, Me.
The name of the contributor of each accepted missive will be published
with the missive.
Two acceptable missives are selected and published each week; and the
one dollar checks are being forwarded to the contributors.
Here’s the First Prize Missive—

Maine Maid Missive

The Second Prize Mis
sive will appear in the May

8 Issue of this newspaper.

s

$40.00 Missive
At this time we want to

“S must stand for Sanitary
Soothing, Sweet, Sustaining, very,
Smooth and very Satisfying,
Safe—you know just what you're buy
ing.
Tell me now, can you do better,
When you use the other letter?”

AND

“H means Handy, Handsome, Hearty,
Hailed with joy at every party,
Heavenl? too—for it would seem
That just describes S&H ice cream.”

H

thank each contestant for

his

interest

which

has

helped to make this one
of the most successful
contests ever conducted.

Thousands

of

Rhymes

were received, and we are

grateful to each contestant
for his contribution.

Mis. H. L. Burr,

Kennebunk, Me.

Alice A. Collamore of Thom
aston Made Winning De
sign For Red Cross—Hon
orable Mention For Others.
Gov. Baxter, Dr. Thomas, State Com
missioner of Education and Assistant i
Director of the Junior Red Cross of the
New England states, Miss Edith M
Peckham, Friday judged a series of 49
posters which were displayed in the j
hall of the State House. These were!
posters that symbolized the State of
Maine and the Red Cross spirit of serv
ice and w’ere made by the Grammar
and High School pupils in the schools
of the State. The contest conducted
by the American, Red Cross was for
a good “State of Maine Red Cross
Poster."
The winning poster is that of Miss
Alice A. Collamore, age 15, a Sopho
more of the Thomaston High School,
and shows a national and State flag,
crossed, with a large Red Cross sym
bol in the background, with the words
below: "Help the American Red Cross
in Maine." The second best poster
was that of Robert D. Goring, age 14,
of the Frye Grammar school at Lew
iston, which (had the State seal on a
large Red Cross, all against a back
ground of a large pine tree.
Gov. Baxter was keenly interested in
the work of the children who sent in
posters and glad that 49 of them com
peted. He said, however, that he hoped
the contest would be repeated next
year and that there would be 149 for
he thinks this a fine enterprise. He
was so impressed with the thought
shown in the work of the children that
he Is writing individual letters to each
one of them and considers it a personal
pleasure and Jprivilege to commend
tach for the effort he made. Dr.
Thomas felt justly proud of the show
ing made by the school children of the
State for the posters all showed
thought and care and careful work.

o
CANNED

GOODS

are not the only excellent canned goods you can buy
—But this much is certain—
It matters not what you pay yJu cannot buy BET
TER canned goods.
Why take your time to look?
Ask your dealer for SUPERBA.
(2023)

BABY

CHICKS

For April, May and June Delivery, in

25, 50, 100, 1000 Lots
These Chicks are bred from heavy laying trap nested stock. If you
intend buying Chicks, buy the best from reliable shippers. Chicks
bred from inferior stock are worthless and costly. It is the heavy
laying strains bred by experts that pay the dividends and the feed
bills. Mr. C. W. Creamer of Winslow's Mills writes us that he
bought 100 Baby Chicks* of us last year and only lost one and he
encloses his check for another hundred for immediate shipment.
We have hundreds of these satisfied customers like Mr. Creamer.

ORDER TODAY. WRITE OR PHONE FOR PRICE LIST TO OUR
NEAREST BRANCH

H. H. STOVER & CO.
Wholesale and Retail Grain Dealers
WALDOBORO
CAMDEN
ROCKLAND
THOMASTON
90
46
Phone
818
130
1000 Rhode Island Red Chicks will be in display and (or sale in our Thomas
ton store window on or about April 20th (or small lot buyers. ORDER TO
DAY.

Not only will the winning .poster, the
second choice and those of honorable
mention be shown at the Kwett
prize winners, in thanking
Museum in Portland, but It is hoped to
you again, we believe you
have those which received special
LOOK FOR
mention and general mention shown
will agree with us, that it
iHsmmond MfcCo.1
too. After being exhibited during the
has been “good fun” for all.
week of April 30, in Portland they will
>rtland,Waterville, Bangor
he sent to the New England Division
of the American Cross in Boston to be
shown to all of the Division Staff, and
SOUTH THOMASTON, ME.
will he held there for exhibition at the
—DEALER IN—
Simmons & Hammond Manufacturing Co., Portland, Me.
New England Conference of the Red
Cross to he held at the Somerset Hotel
McCORMICK-DEERING FARM MACHINERY,
on May 25, 26, and 27.
The contest was open to all school
a machine for every use on the farm
getting ready to move back to the Lermond children in Maine of Grammar or High
(for perfect lessons only), letting the
ROCKPORT
homestead, Oyster River.
branches grow from the top down
School
grades
and
,
was
started
last
Also WAGONS, TRACTORS, ENGINES, SAW
Miss Ruth Jones has given up her position
ward, according to Mother Nature’s
November, in public, parochial and
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Young of Camden were at tiie woolen mill.
Mrs. Alice Watts who has been enjoying a private schols, under the auspices of
plan! The children are trying hard to guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Walts Sunday.
RIGS, ETC.
Miss Lucy Piper, who recently graduated from vacation, has returned to her work at tiie the American Red Cross, represented
have a large number of pussies on their
’s Business College in Portland, has a posi woolen mill.
branch. When the lesson is not per Cray
LARGE STOCK OF REPAIR PARTS ALWAYS
Miss Norma Packard of Hebron was remem- in this State by Miss Sally P. Moses
tion in the office of George Roberts & Co.,
{ bored by her Warren friends on her birthday Posters were received from 15 different
fect, the spray is drawn and the empty Limerock street, Rockland.
C. E. Grotton is employed at Isle au Haut by a post card shower.
ON HAND.
rotch on the twig shows how it misses
Miss Bessie Carroll spent Friday in Rockland American Red Cross Chapters. The
for a few weeks.
the pussy.
Augusta Chapter has eo-operated
• The Dollar Social” which was to have been as guest of friends.
ORDERS FILLED DIRECT from factory at factory
N. U. Crawford, who has been spending the through its secretary. Miss Jean Todd,
The following pupils from Grade 1 held at the M. E. vestry, Thursday evening.
past few days out of town on business has re
had the neatest and best Palmer writ May 3, has been indefinitely postponed.
who has received and acknowledged
turned
home.
prices on House Paints, Barn Paints, Roll Roofing,
George Andrews and family have moved to
ing papers last week: Olive Gay, Er Rockland.
Miss Elsie Lermond and little nephew called them all, finally delivering them at
nestine Simmons, Shirley Barbour,
Asbestos Fireproof Coating, Stock Dips.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Adams spent Saturday on her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. William the State House.
' Stickney Saturday.
Herbert Pendleton, Yale Goldberg, Er and Sunday in Vinalhaven.
Seven other posters received spe
Mrs. Sarah Thompson is employed at the
Miss
Helen
Small
was
the
weekend
guest
of
Automobile, Truck and l ractor Oils and Greases.
nest Rich, Lyra Cook, Maryon Kellar Mrs. Mabel Crone.
cial mention—those of:
i home of Benjamin Libby as housekeeper.
and Oscar Anderson.
Shirley C. Robinson of Thomaston
Russell Thurston lias been elected President I Mrs. Sarali Starrett is very busy at present
[
with
her
house
papering.
of the Y. M. C. A. organization of the college
Ask For Prices
Mrs. Earle Robinson is enjoying a vacation High School.
of Liberal Arts of Boston University for the
3Cif-oaw
Lillian Miller of Rockport High
WALDOBORO
coining year. Mr. Thurston is well qualified from her duties at the mill.
Donald Matthews is working for A. T. Nor School.
____
I for this position and his many friends are gratwood.
Victor R. Linnell. Junior of the Deer
Mrs. Roy Spear and son are spending a few
i,.’!"”,
Ki",,ar,,i"n, •"**,
i
aX".w7IbStu'
from
ing High School at Portland.
days as guest of her sister In Camden.
Pa.,
where
she
ha
..........
spending
> MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD j
their aunt, Miss Caroline Standish, returned several months with her niece, Mrs. Elmer
E. O. Perkins has been painting the motor
Jeanette Waldo, Senior of the
EMPIRE THEATRE
fc A
Eastern Standard Time
I
home Saturday.
boat owned by Emerson Perkins the past week Thomaston High School.
Matthews,
and
Is
occupying
her
home
on
Me

Percy L. Moody has been in Boston several chanic street.
Trains Leave Rockland for
I
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Copeland of Bath
days.
Vernona
M.
Comstock.
Sophomore
of
arc
guests
of
his
father.
Albert
Copeland.
May 2 is the date of the dance
Augusta, A {7.00 a. hi. 17.30a.m., 11.10p.m.
It’s a great show that opened the t f Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Janies A. Duane and Mrs. Isa- to Wednesday,
F. L. Teague has purchased a four year old the Thomaston High School.
A
{7.00
a.
m.
17.30
u.
m.,
tl
.lt
’
p.
m.
he
held
at
the
Community
Hall,
Simonton,
for
c’ore Hoftses were in Rockland Friday.
Bath AfT.OOa. in., 17.30 a in.. 11.10 p in„
benefit of the Sophomore class, R. II. S. black colt of Waldoboro parties.
Grace Clayton. Sophomore of the Empire yesterday and continues today j
Mrs. Fred Oliver has been in North Waldo the
Mrs. Fannie E. Brown. Miss Jennie C. Brown
Music will he furnished h.v Dean’s Orchestra
and a fitting celebration to the opening ! t5 30 p. m.
boro, tiie guest of her daughter Mrs. John Tiani
and Crockett Brown were Sunday guests of Sanford High School.
Boston. A§7.00a.m., t7.30i.ra., ti. 10p.m.
will
leave
postoffiee
at
7
o
’
clock.
A
good
of the Empire which will operate every !
Lurnheimer. Mrs. Burnheinier and daughter tii'ie Is anticipated;
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Overiock.
Brunswick A§7.00 a. in., t7.30 a. in., j 1.10
returned with her Friday.
Mrs. Ernest Jones of Thomaston spent Sunday
day in tiie week hereafter. William j p. m . t5.30 p. in..
Judson
Foster
has
moved
into
the
house
on
Another
group
of
eight
did
such
Rev Guy McQuaidce lias returned from Low Spear street recently occupied by George An as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Libby.
Lewiston. A§7.00 a. m., t7.30n.m., tl lOp in.
Russell in “Man’s Size” puts over many |
ell and was again in the pulpit of the Baptist drews.
News of the severe illness of Edward G. Hilt good work that the judging committee
New York. 11.10 p. in.
Church Sunday.
new
stunts
and
all
of
them
just
as
!
was
lately
received
by
bis
brother,
Ansel
Hilt
Portland. A{7.00 u. in , 17.30 a. in., tl-lGp.m.,
felt that they should receive general
Elsie Lane has returned to Barrington.
Miss Theresa Stuart, assistant librarian of R. Miss
Of North Warren.
thrilling
as
you
would
expect
them
to
'
|5
30 p ir..
I.,
after
spending
a
week
’
s
vacation
with
the State Library visited tiie library here last her parents. Uapt. and Mrs. George Lane.
A very pleasant evening was spent at the mention for the work and the ideas be from this big Western Star. As a i
Waterville A{7.00a m.. +7.30 a.m. tl.10p.m.
week. Miss Stuart expressed herself as well
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. G. Simmons, April depicted. Among them were:
Woolwich. {7.00 a.m., 17.30 a. in., |1.10 p. in.,
Mrs.
C.
E.
Grotton
was
the
guest
of
her
son
pleased witli the condition of affairs in the
25 with guests as follows: Mrs. Sarah Barlow.
Beatrice Stockbridge, Junior of the fitting companion feature to the double 15.30 p. m.
library and gave many suggestions which will Sturgis Grotton in Rockland Saturday.
program. Herbert Rawlinson in “The! t Daily. except Sunday.
Mrs. Rosetta Price of Rockport, Mrs. Hattie Rockland High School.
§ Sunday only.
prove valuable to the work here.
Perry, Mrs. Lena Grinnell of Camden, Mr. and
A 1‘assengvrs provide own ferriage txMween Wool
"While Satan Sleeps” seen at the Star The
Flora C. Kelley, Junior of the Rock Scarlet Car” registers a big measure of I wich and Bath.
Mrs. George Blye and daughters Christine and
TENANT
’
S
HARBOR
entertainment.
Empire patrons are i
atre Saturday night was one of tiie best pict
Dorothy, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Simmons and land High School.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
ures shown here this season, which is saying a
<1; Ufhter Dorothy, Mrs. Rosie Sullivan and
Ruth T. Lermond. Sophomore of the assured in these double feature pro- ; 9-24-22 V. 1’. & Gcn'i Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt.
great deal after tiie line screen plays shown.
Last Thursday evening a roll call was held daughter Virginia. Mrs Ella Stevens, Mr. and
grams
something
to
please
all
and
two
i
Jack Holt was a: his best as tin- parson's son at Puritan Rebekah Lodge. About 55 re Mrs. Alvah Simmons. Mr. Sheph'.*d of Port Thomaston High School.
and a half hours of entertainment that I
wiio had gone wrong and was led to a glorious sponded to their names and at tiie close a land, Mr. Merrill of Boston, Mrs. Myrtle Hart,
Among those who sent in others:
redemption.
Tonight the great favorite, lunch was served. The committee In charge was Miss Lillian Cole, Niven Crawford, Abial
:eally ente-tain.
Wednesday and Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
Katherine M. Calder, Caindt-n High
Thomas Meighan, will be seen in Cecil De Mary Monaghan and Josie Conary. Music was Fowles, Burdean Simmons and Philip Simmons,
Thursday, Frank Losee and Gladys
Mllle’s greatest picture, “Manslaughter.” The furnished by Smalley’s orchestra.
Music was enjoyed and dainty refreshments School, Camden.
humanness of this talc. Its heart Interest, its
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Holbrook who have were served by Mrs. Charles Simmons, Mrs.
Edna M. Hodson, Knowlton street Hulette in “As a Man Lives” offers fine 1PRING SCHEDULE—STEAMSHIP CAMDEN
tremendous grip on the fundamentals of life, been spending the winter in Somerville, Mass., Myrtle Hart and Miss Lillian Cole.
entertainment with plenty of thrills to
SERVICE RESUMED
School, Camden.
mark tills as a remarkable picture. Leatrlce arrived home last week.
The companion feature is
Joy and Lois Wilson share the honors with the
Sylvia Longman, Adelaide W. Holt, satisfy.
John \Viley has moved his household goods , You’ll find it a profitable habit to
Leave
Rockland
Tuesdays. Thursdays and
“
Milady
”
with
an
all
star
cast,
telling
star.
Irto the house he recently purchased of Mrs. I
Florence C. Hutchinson, Camden High
at 8 1’. M. for Boston.
From beginning to end success marked the Emma Smalley.
visit Davis’ Garment Shop, corner
a story of romance that starts where Saturdays
Return
—
Leave
Boston
Mondays, Wednesdays
School,
Camden.
presentation of the play by local talent in the
Janies Wheeler who has been 111 is recuper Main and Elm streets, Rockland, for
Star Theatre Friday night. “Bar Haven,” the ating.
Anna Richardson, Rockland High “The Three Musketeers” finished. The and Fridays at 5 I’. M. Leave Rockland Tues
days.
Thursdays
anti
Saturdays
at 5.00 A. M.,
Ladies
’
Suits,
Coats,
Wraps,
Capes,
new
Leather
Pushers
are
also
on
the
three act comedy drama, was filled with strong
Mrs. Leander Wiley was In Rockland Thurs
School, Rockland.
5.45 A. M.. Belfast 7.15 A. M.. Bucks
heart-interest and spirited action. The charac day.
Dresses and Blouses. No trouble to
program as well as a century comedy, Camden
*
port
9.00
A.
M.,
Winterport
9.30
A. M.. due
Doris
R.
Quinn,
Knowlton
Street
ters were taken with animation and dash and
Edwin Watts and John and Sylvanus McKen show goods.—adv.
The admission prices at the Empire Bancor io A. M.
tiie impression left on the audience was by no zie were on their way to the village Saturday
School, Camden.
Return
Lea\e
Bangor
Tuesdays,
Thursdays
have
been
arranged
so
that
all
may
en

means tiiat of an amateurish performance. night when they drove into a mud hole, causing
Rita Packard, Rockport High School.
Saturdays at 2 P. M. for Rockland, Boston
Byron Withani as Captain Aopper of tiie true the wheel to crush all to pieces and throwing
joy a big movie-show at small cost. and
STICKNEY
CORNER
ind
way-landings.
Rockland.
heart depicted faithfully the character of the out the occupants. When Edwin arrived at the
Children under 10 years arc admitted
aged New England fisherman. At times his ver hall he was completely covered in mud hut
Gladys MacLong, Thomaston High
The Central Maine Power Co. boys were busy
for five cents. Floor seats seventeen
satility was marked in quick changes from none Of the three were hurt.
“At Boston connection Is made via the Met
through here Sunday locating trouble on the School.
grave to gay. Percy Moody in the part of a
Sewell Wagel is remodeling his hake shop in line. It proved to be a tree fallen across the
cents and balcony ten cents both after ropolitan Line express freight and passenger
Wilma
C.
Cushman,
Thomaston
High
fisherman kept the audience in a constant roar side. Sewell surely knows how to arrange wires.
steamer for New York and points South and
noon
and
night.
—
adv.
of laughter. His love-making with Arabella, things to make them look first class and is
West.”
A. L. Morse has been suffering much pain School, Friendship.
(Anne Gay) was amusing in the extreme. Miss installing new electric baker weighing four in ids shoulders and arm from rheumatism but
Wilma
Carroll,
Rockport
High
Gay in the character of the designing old maid tons.
it now better.
MT. DESERT
BLUEHILL LINES
was kept busy and created much fun in her
Walter Fuller has gone to Camden, where lie
Mrs. Peter Doucette visited Mrs. R. J. Sar School, Glencove.
BAR HARBOR LINE
efforts to decile between the doughty fisher has employment.
The rules for the making of the
gent last week.
man and the Rev. John Wesley Wiggins who
Mrs. Albert Slingsby, Jr., went to Boston
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Ellsworth Acborn is working for Clarence posters were that they must be in
was admirably portrayed by Everett Waltz. Tuesday returning Thursday.
Creamer building a ben pen.
Saturdays at 5 A. M. for Bar Harbor and wayStanley Bailey and IniclUe Bond as hero and
Road Vu’n,|>issi°ner Rawley with a crew of
Melt
Vicks
in
a
spoon
landings, returning same day.
Mr. and Mrs. McArthur and iMrs. Whitten India ink, on white cardboard, to lit a
heroine of the toast drama were ideasing to men are working to (lark Island on tiie road.
called Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Rackliff. card of one of three sizes; colors to lx
BLUEHILL LINE
and inhale the medicat
both eye and ear. Mrs. Bond in the difficult
Mr. Erickson and Fred Gleason of Union used were black, white and red.
Leave Rockland Tuesdays. Tlmrsdays and
role of the lady of the Manor who stops a*

While all could not be

A mrnons

S. 0. HURD

S’

COLDS

nothing to gain her ends rose to high points of
dramatic power. Her partner in crime was de
picted by Harold Gonzales in an exceptionally
fine bit of acting. Thomas L. Richards as Leo
Bradley, the city lawyer who found country
loses sweetest, was as usual dignified and con
vincing in Ills part. Editli Benner was sweet
and sprightly as the charming Spray and Mar
tha Hagerman as the good daughter of an evil
mother, won much praise from the audience.
Tile specialties between the acts consisted of
several charming groups of statuary and an
illustrated song, “Love Sends a Little Gift of
Roses.” Mrs. Crosby K. Waltz sung this with
beautiful expression and the portrait posing by
Miss Mildred Waltz came in for a large share
of admiration. The characters In marble were
effectively done by Mrs. Ralph Morse and Miss
Frances Crowell. Mrs. 0. H. Kimball at the
piano added to the specialties witii her correct
and expressive accompaniment. Fuller’s Or
chestra furnished music for drama and dance.
The receipts were about $185. Tiie success of
tiie affair is largcy due to the efforts of Mrs.
Crosby K. Waltz who has worked untiringly
for weeks and the money will go to help the
lodge of Rebekahs, of which she is Noble Grand.

You’ll find it a profitable habit to
visit Da rip’ Garment Shop, corner
Main and Elm streets, Rockland, for
Ladles’ Suits. Coats, Wraps, Capes,
Dresses and Blouses. No trouble to
show goods.—adv.

MONHECAN
Everett Wineapaw went to New York this
week where lie wi.l stay a few days. Mrs.
Wineapaw. who lias been in New York the past
seven months, will return home with him.
Charles Field lias liven In Portland the past
few days.
Mr. Keith, Supt. of Schools, was in town
Thursday and Friday visiting school.
John Field and George <'ook were In Boothbay Harbor Friday.
Ralph Rich of Poothbav Harbor is visiting
his slater, Mrs. Maynard Brackett.
The water lias been turned on and thank
goodness we can have a pail of wat -r without
walking ten miles for a drink- of water!

EAST SEARSMONT
Mrs. Albert Marrlrter spent the weekend in
Rock and. tiie guest of her father,* J. F. Bur
gess.
Olive Marrlner, who lias been seriously ill the
past six weeks is now abe to be out.
W. G. Strout is chopping lumber tor Mr. Fen
wick. who lias .a mill in Ghent.
Albert Marrlner is cutting firewood for II. M.
Donnell, Jr., of Belmont.

CUSHING
W. E. Hall lias sold ills eow, horse and hens
and is preparing to move to New York, where
lie lias secured employment.
Ernest Maloney has secured a rent at Port
Clyde and has moved his family there.
Gapt. F. L. Maloney is in poor health tills
spring.
Eli Maloney visited relatives in Thomaston
for the weekend.
Mrs. F. I. Geyer and daughter Mildred were
at their farm here last week.
Mrs. U. F. Maloney is stopping witli her
daughter, Mrs. B. S. Geyer.
D. G. Young was in Thomaston last week
to see .his son Weston, who has returned from
tiie South, where lie lias been tiie past winter
on the yacht Lyndonia. Since arriving home
in lias purchased a new Buick.
B. S. Geyer with a crowd of men is burning
brush at the Thornd.vke and Magune blueberry
farms on tiie back road and at Mrs. Hatch’s
farm in Friendship.
School in District 6 opened Monday witli Miss
Shirley Doherty of Rockland teacher.
E. H. Hart has purchased a cow of W. E.
Hall
A heavy rain Saturday night and Sunday
softened tiie roads again. The frogs are hold
ing concerts nightly. Next on tiie program is
smoked fish and dandelion greens, then we will
be in the midst of spring activities.

WARREN
Thomas Chaffee has resigned his position in
Gardiner and with Mrs. Chaffee will return to
Warren iu June to spend tiie summer at their
home here.
Eighteen interested workers attended the mill
inery meeting Friday at the Congregational
parlors. Much work was accomplished and a
fine time enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Lewis leave Tuesday
for a visit with relatives in Kittery.
Mrs. Charles Skinner returned Friday from
Lynn, Mass., where she lias spent tiie past few
weeks, called by the illness and death of lier
sister.
Andrew Wilson was called to Worcester. Mass.,
recently on business.
The ladies of the Congregational Circle will
serve a May supper Thursday evening at (»
o’clock at the church parlors.
Vesper Rokes lias purchased a fine pair of
heavy bay horses of George M. Simmons of
Rockland.
A gnat deal of sympathy is felt for Charles
Colliery in bis recenl illness.
A new fishway Is under construction at the
mill dam.
The friends of Carroll Copeland will be
pleased to know that she is able to walk a little
with tile aiil of crutches,
Chester Wylie and family who have been
spending tiie wiuter in thy Richmond house ure

were business callers here Saturday.
Road Comml isioner Fred Sukeforth was out
Sunday looking after the washouts after tiie
Saturday night storm.
R. J. Sargent, who has been seriously ill, is
improving slowly. He is attended by Dr. H. H
Plumer.
Charles Everett and Merle Sidelinger at
tended the funeral of Thomas Levensnler Sun
day.
Chester and Robert Grierson were weekend
guests at William Creamer’s. Mrs. Chester
Grierson and daughter Hester accompanied her
husband home to South Thomaston.

E. A. Sidelinger

E. A. Sidelinger died April 14 after a long
illness. He was born in Union in 1850. son of
the late George W. Sidelinger, but came to
Washington to live at the age of 4 years, and
had always resided here. He married Miss
Mahala Andrews and to this union was born
five children, Claude, Stephen, Merle, Leola and
Burtelle, who suivive him. He bad served as
deputy sheriff eight years and held several town
offices. He was a kind husband and father and
the town has lost one of Its best citizens. Tb
funeral services were conducted by Rev. Mr
Webber of Union. Mrs. George B. Davis sang
two hymns. The flowers were many and beau
t*ful. Interment in Cargill cemetery.

EAGLE

WASHINGTON
A three act comedy entitled “Look Out for
Paint,’’ was presented under the auspices ol
the Senior class of the High School April 27
11 a large and appreciative audience. Every
member played his part in a most acceptable
manner. Much credit is due the. principal, Mr.
Mathews, for his assistance in tills entertain
ment. After the play dancing was enjoyed by a
large number and a supper was served by the
class.
•
Haymond Llnscott of Burkettville is manager
of the Poland store here. Mr. LhlBCOtt COmei
well recommended and he Is rapidly making an
acquainiance in the community.
Mrs. Josephine Finley is teaching the village
school witli her usual excellent success. Mrs.
Finley to a teacher of experience ami ability.
Eva and Everett McDonald of Hallowell, for
nicrly of this place, have been visiting here for
a tew days.
Frances Urooker has returned home after vis
ltlng In Boston and Hallowell for several weeks.
The following hooks have recently been added
t< Gibbs Free Library: Letters of John Fair
Feld; 'l he Autobiography of Benjamin Frank
lin ; The Good Comrade, by Sllherred; The
Squirrel Cage, by Canfield; Mrs. Skaggs’ Hus
l ands, by HarteA Parish of Two, by McYlcker-Collins; The Green Diamond, by Mor
rison ;
The
Londoners,
Dickens;
Tom
Brown’s School Days, Hughes; Chilli’s History
ot England, by Dickens ; Little Men by Alcott :
True Stories, by Hawthorne ; The Broken Hulo,
Barclay; David Harum, Wescott; Suffering
Husbands, Irvine; Black Beauty, Sewall ; The
(’all of the Wild, London; Babbitt, I/ewls; This
Freedom, Hutchinson. Eight books of the above
list were presented to die library by Mr. and
Airs. H. H. Ciinningliam.

'Miss Minnie Howard is visiting friends at
Brooksville.
Clarence Howard and Raymond Tolman were
among Long Island visitors over Sunday.
Oliver Quinn and family have returned home
for the summer.
Miss Josephine Gray is staying with her aunt
Mrs. Owen Quinn, and attending school
E. L. Carver has been to North Haven getting
out material for building Ills weirs.
Carl B. Quinn was calling on friends at North
Haven Saturday.
Through the kindness of Johnnie Clator of
GLENMERE
Camden the folks on the island had the pleas
ure of listening to many interesting things over
his radio. The island is very much in need of
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Davis spent the weekend
a radio set as it lias no connection with the at their home here.
mainland.
The Sewing Circle meets in the Grange hull
The men are busy getting their weirs in tills week.
readiness for a nice school of herring.
Mrs. Eugene Smith has returned after spend
Codfish have been plentiful in the bay the ing four weeks in Massachusetts.
last two weeks, all the men bringing in good
Win Watt and Eugene Smith were In Timm
catches.
aston last week.
The proprietors of the Quinn House, Erland
Frank Wiley Is doing mason work at El
and Carl Bonny Quinn, are opening up t|ie more.
cottages and getting things ready for their
Perley Black has purchased an automobile.
summer business.
Eugene Smith lias an addition to his stock
Charles Allen, keeper nt the Light Station, Is by 21 little pigs.
getting Ills power boat, the Pauline, ready to
Capt. O. A. Andrews received word from Ids
launch
son Sidney who is working in Portland that
Mrs. Sylvia Quinn, known as Aunt Sylvia. Is • |„. »,ad cut his ankle quite badly with a piec.
able to sit in her chair each,day and will soon of broken glass.
lie able to go about the house again.
I--------------------------------------------------------------Clarence Howard and Raymond^ Tolman made, ENGRAVED CAKUS Call ai ibis office «n<
a trip to Rockland In their power-boat after examine styles. If you already have u plat*
freight for P. .1. Eaton and other Deer Isle . bring it In and let us print you cards lu latee
parties.
| alM THE UOUBUtf GAZETTIt.

ed vapors. Apply fre
quently up the nostrils.
Use freely before going
to bed.

VICKS
W
VapoRub

Oter / 7 Million Jan Uicd Yearly

BANKRUPT'S PETITION FOR DISCHARGE
In the matter of
STACY M MOOltK,’
Bankrupt
In Bankruptcy
To the Honorable John A. Peters. Judge of the
District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine.
Stacy 'M. Moore of Vinalhaven. In the County
of Knox and State of Maine, in said District,
respectfully represents that on tiie sixteenth
lay of December. 1922. he was duly adjudged
bankrupt under the Aits of Congress relating
•o bankruptcy; that l;e has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property, and has
fully complied with all the rc<iuiremcr:ts of said
Acts ami of tiie orders of Court touching his
bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prrfys that he may lie deereed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts proviltile against Ills estate under said
Bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this twentieth day of April. A. D. 1923.
STACY M. MOORE, Bankrupt.

A,

Saturdays at 5 A. M., for Bluehlll and waylandings, returning same day. '

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New York Freight Service
Direct freight service between Portland and
New York resumed from the New State Pier,
Portland, Me.
Through rates and direct track connections
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
roads.
F. S. SHERMAN. Supt. Rockland Me.
R. S. SHERMAN, Agent, Rockland, Me.

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between

ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subjeot to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1973
Leaves Swan's Island daily except Sundays
at 5 30 A. M. for Stonington. North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M , for
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, and
Swan’s Island.
W. S WHITE.
General Manager.
Rockland. Maine, Jan’y 6. 1923

SMALLEY’S
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN
BELFAST & BANGOR
CAR

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
District of Maine, ss:
On this 28th day of April, A. D. 1923, on
reading the foregoing petl'ion, it is
is now making Two Trips Daily
Ordered by the Court, tha* a hearing he had
upon the same on the 8th day of June. A. I>.
Leaving Hotel Rockland and calling
.!<23, before said Court at Portland, in said
at Hotel Thorndike at 7 A. M. and
Dis'!let, at ten o’clock in the forenoon ; and
12:30 P. M.
that notice thereof he p 'blislied in The Courier
.azette, a newspaper printed In said District, and
Leaving Windsor Hotel, Belfast, for
‘hat all known creditors, and other persons in
Rockland, 10:30 A. M. and 4:30 P. M.
interest, may appear at the said time and place
and show cause, if an> they have, why tiie
TELEPHONE 149-M.
prayer of raid petitioner should not he granted.
And If is further Ordered by the Court, that
46-tf
the C’erl; shall send by mail to all known (•’•ed
itors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
EDWARD K. GOULD
as stated.
Wiiness the Honorable John A. Peters, Judge
■it' said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
Attorney at Law
in said District, on the 28th day of April, A.
D. 1923.
COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN 8T,
IL SJ
JOHN F. KNOWLTON, Clerk.

THOMASTON

CUT THE

BULL’S

Summer Cottages and Board

NOSE

Oscar Hodgkins who has just gradu
ated from Shaw's Business College, Case Which Aroused South Thomaston Residents Heard In
has accepted a position with the linn
Rockland Court—Respondent Was Fined.
Kendall * Whitney in Portland. Mr.
Hodgkins spent the weekend in town,
the guest of his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs, Oscar Blunt.
A group of South Thomaston citi- see the blood flying over the snow,”
Orra Frost has employment at the ( ztns appeared in Rockland Municipal said Mrs. Allen.
West End Garage.
"The animal was bleeding from the
Percy Merrifield of South Berwick, 1 Court yesterday, summoned by the nose, and swaying from one side of the
who was called here by the death of i' gtate to give their version in a case read to the other,” said Leroy Allen.
Mrs. Saunders left Monday morning of alleged cruelty committed by James
"I couldn’t see that any cruelty w*as
for Boston, accompanied by his mother
shown.” said Fred Thorndike, a South
Fisl<e
on
the
forenoon
of
March
2S,.
Mrs. Harriet Kelly.Thomaston resident.
"I heard Mr.
Miss Hose Merrifield who has been - The chief witness was Ethan *' A. Fiske say to Georg • Smith: Don’t
spending the past three weeks in {-wn. Rowell a member of the South 1 horn- strike him: tap him on the leg.’” On
returned to Boston Monday morning.
aston board of selectmen. On the date cross examination Mr Thorndike said
Stanley Carleton and. -Mrs. Joshua in Question Mr. Rowell sold a bull to It looked as though there was blood on
Rice of Boston, arrived Saturday, Mm*. Fiske. and it was during the re the burlap with which the bull was
called here by the death of Edward, moval of the animal that the purchaser blindfolded.
Carleton.
Miss Mildred Smith met the proces
resorted to methods so strongly disap
Mrs. Albert Gould returned Monday proved by some of the witnesses that sion half way to Rockland. "He was
morning to Boston.
a formal complaint against Mr. Fiske bleeding terribly.” she said, referring
Friends of Capt. Wilbur Wilson are was entered. The first complaint was to the bull, “and would throw his head
sorry to learn of his critical illness, at made over the telephone by Mr. Rowell back and forth. Smith was forcing
the home of his daughter. Mrs Edward ) to the residence of J. J. Roberts, an him. There was a blood trail all along
Eldrfdge, Orleans, Mass, where hi | agent for the prevention of cruelty to the road.”
has been spending the winter.
Mr. Fiske said he had always been
animals. Mr. Roberts was not at home
Hollie Harrington spent the weekend j at the time, but subsequently viewed cn friendly terms with Mr.J’owell, and
in town.
the animal. His failure to investigate thought he was a nice man. Had never
Miss Jane Rider who has been at the scene of the affair led to a scath heard cf Rowell’s offer to keep the
the guest of her brother, Herbert' ing letter from Mr. Rowell, in which animal until he (Fiske) was ready to
Rider, returned home Monday night.
the latter wrote that he had asked Gov. remove him. Rowell was scared and
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Walker and son Baxter to remove the official.
said the bull was ugly. Witness said
Douglas spent the weekend In town.
The matter was next taken up with lit was wading around in manure
Mrs. Abbie Linekin who has been County Attorney Dwinal, with the re which must have been in the stable
spending the winter in Worcester. sult that Mr. Fiske was brought to trial. three or four months. After the nose
Mass., returned home Saturday. She, Mr. Rowell testified that the snow strap broke he lost the ring which he
was accompanied by her son Frank ; was very deep and covered with a always carried on such occasions, he
Linekin. who returned this morning to i crust when the sale was made and that made use of the rope. All the para
Marlboro. Mass.
he had offered to keep the animal for phernalia was exhibited. "I never saw
.Mrs. John Mitchell is receiving treat Mr. Fiske until the traveling conditions Smith twist the bull’s tail but once.”
ment at Silsby Hospital.
wer^ better. From Mr. Rowell’s yard said Mr. Fiske. “I never allow any
Mrs. Ella Wotton died early Saturday to the main highway the snow was body to abuse a dumb animal.”
morning, age 65, at the home of her J four feet deep in places, and nowhere
On cross examination Mr. Fiske in
son-in-law, Lorenzo Wotton. Funeral less than two feet deep.
sisted that the animal was ugly and
services will be held this afternoon at - Before taking th< bull from the sta that Mr. Rowell got into the pen where
2 o’clock, from the undertaking rooms ble Mr. Fisk • went through the usual the cows were. He attributed the
of A. D. Davis & Son.
preliminary of blindfolding the animal, bull’s bleeding nose to a scratch which
Alban B. Wyllie of Belfast spent the. and applying the nose snap. The lat the animal received when the nose
weekend in town, the guest of his sis ter was old and rotten, according to clasp broke
ter, Mrs X. F. Andrews.
George Smith testified that the bull
Mr. Rowell, and he had told the pur
The public schools are to observe chaser that it would not hold. Mr. made two or three dives at him and
Arbor Day with appropriate exercises. Fiske put the bull back in the barn, that he only twisted the animal’s tail
Bear in mind the popular assembly saying that he would put a rope in three times. Qualifying as an expert
that takes place in Watts hall Wed his nose. Not wishing to witness that witness George testified that this was
nesday evening. Music will be fur exhibition Mr. Rowell went into the the proper way to deal with refractory
nished by Marsh’s Orchestra.
bouse. With a jack-knife Mr. Fiske animals.
•Capt. Roberts told of a previous visit
The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday cut a hole through the cartilage of the
afternoon at 2.30 at the home of Mrs. i bull’s nose, passed a rope, the size of to Rowell’s barn, as the result of a
Amesbury.
an ordinary clothes line through the complaint fr.om a South Thomaston
Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden returned aperture, and with the bull still blind citizen that it was not being properly
Saturday front the South where they folded, started for the place where he maintained. He said that the barn was
have been spending the winter.
had left his sled, a quarter of a mile “quite a sight,” but he didn’t prosecute
The ladies of the Baptist Circle will away. The animal broke through the as Rowell agreed to make the neces
meet in the vestry for work Wednes crust at every step, and with blood sary improvements. He told of exam
day afternoon. Supper will be served streaming from his nostrils floundered ining the bull after the South Thomas
at 6 o'clock by this committee: Mrs. along behind Mr. Fiske swaying from ton complaint, and said there was a
Amos Dow. Mrs. Alvah Linekin and side to side. Bringing up the rear was little blood on the nose, but that there
Mrs Winfield Pease. Each member' George Smith, who. according to Mr. didn’t seem to be any grounds for
has the privilege of inviting one guest.; Rowell would frequently twi. t the bull’s prosecution.
“The bull is not to be regarded as a
Mrs. Evelyn Peaslee who has been I tail so severely that it seemed as if
household pet.” said Judge Miller,
ill with tonsilitis, at the home of her: he must break it.
mother, Mrs. Edward Gonia, Rockland.' Miss Mabel Rowell, sister of the first summing up the case, “but it does not
has returned home.
witness called. "It makes me so sick; appear that this one \Cas particularly
Rodney Feyler left Monday morning do I have to tell that all over?” she vicious. This case simmers down to a
for New York where lie is engaged in the asked. She told what she ha'll beheld I question of whether the cutting of the
scallop business.
from the house, adding: “It was an 1 cartilage with a jack-knife, and inser
tion of a rope, constituted cruelty to
Mrs. Leila Searles of Portland is awful sickening sight.”
llenry Crockett, a neighbor of Mr. j an animal. I am familiar with the
spending the week with relatives.
The West End Garage has been pur Rowell, said he saw Mr. Fiske lead j farm, and have seen many bulls hanchased by lsador Gordon and X. F the bull into his yard and tie film to a | died, but I have never known this to be
Andrews. Extensive repairs are well horse-sled. Smith was twisting the done. In my opinion the deliberate
under way and it will be opened for animal’s tail when it showed any dis cutting of the nose and dragging the
animal through deep snow constituted
position to balk.
business in the near future.
Mrs. Morena Allen testified that she 1 cruelty.
Mrs. Abbie Feyler entertained a
Mr. Fiske was fined $25 and costs,
party of seven Saturday afternoon and saw the bull hitched to the back of Mr.
evening in honor of her birthday. Sev Fiske’s sled, trying to keep pace with , amounting in all to $43.42. The reeral musical numbers were enjoyed and the horse. The pole to which the rope j spondent iwtid.
a 6 o’clock supper was served, at was attached obstructed the blind j County Attorney Dwinal for the State;
which the birthday cake was a promi folded animal. "It made me sick to ; Miiek for the respondent.
nent feature. •
Again Thomaston feels proud of one
of its pupils, Miss Alice Callamore, a
Sophomore of the High School, who
was a winner in the Red Cross poster
contest. Miss Coilamore has already
received a personal letter from Gov- !
ernor Baxter in recognition of her
work. The following students from the i
same school received honorable men
tion: Shirley C. Robinson, Vernona M.
Comstock and Ruth T. Lermond,
Rev E. W. Webber has been engaged to preach the baccalaureate sermon at
BP
Freedom Academy, Sunday, June 3.
P
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Rice who wen 1
called here by the death of Edward;
Carleton, returned to Bath Monday
night.
• • • •
Mrs. Carrie A. Saunders
The community was saddened to
ka.rn of the death of Mrs. Carrie
Saunders last Thursday night at the
home of. her daughter, Mrs. Hattie
Kelley, Hyler street, after a long and j
painful illness. She was the widow of
Joseph Saunders and daughter of Capt.
Enoch and Sarah Mills Masters, and'
was born in Hansport, Xova Scotia SI j
years ago. Mrs. Saunders or ’ Gram" i
as she was called by old and young,
was a resident of Thomaston, and
WHILE THEY LAST
leaves many friends, who will mourn
for her. During her illness she was i
tenderly cared for, and her every wish j
CORD TIRES
granted by her daughter. Deceased is j
also survived by another daughter, Mrs. j
32x3/2.................................................... $16.50
Sarah L. Colburn of Portland, three |
33x4....................................
$22.35
step children Jacob Saunders of Cum
berland Mills, Mrs, Addie Whitley of |
34x4 ........................
$23.40
Dorchester, Mass., and Everett Saun- :
ders of Rockland, also two sisters a: ,
32x4
.
................................................
$21.35
Hansport, X. S„ and eight grand child
ren. Mrs. Saunders was a loving and
31x4......................................................... $|5.90
devoted mother, and will be greatly ,
missed in the home circle. She was a j
FABRICS
member of Order of Good Templars,
also the Methodist Episcopal church i
30x3/2.......... $11.95 30x3 ............... $10.15
in which she was an efficient worker
Funeral services were held at hei
OVERSIZE CORDS—TRUCK TIRES
home Sunday afternoon. Rev. E. V ■
35x5............ $44.55
34x4/2 ........... $37.55
Allen of Rockland officiating. The '
beautiful Iloral offerings testified to j
32x4/2............ $36.55
love of those near and dear to her, and
51-52
to the esteem of the community. In
terment was made in the family lot.

Pennsylvania

(ACUUM CUP
CORD TIRES

You’ll find it a profitable habit to
visit Davis’ Garment Shop, corner
Main and Elm streets, Rockland, for
Ladies’ Suits, Coats, Wraps, Capes.
Dresses and Blouses. No trouble to
show goods.—adv.

SEA

VIEW

GARAGE

R. E. PHILBROOK, Proprietor
Main Street, Rockland, Maine
Telephone 837-M.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

FOR

SALE

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu*S-tf

PHIL T. WARE

DONSON

SPRUCE HEAD, MAINE
48T-S-tf

Th* Reliable end Satisfactory

MEDIUM
Can b* consulted every Tuesday and
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
29 PARK STREET
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
l»«Uf

Have you entered the Fleisher Yarn Knit
ting Contest? If not we will be pleased to
explain conditions and supply you with
contest blanks.

fUie

Fleisher Yams
Contest

Knitting

in Cash Prizes
J
th.

.3 *

$2000 First Prize
149 Other Prizes of '500to>25
for the Most Beautiful Knitted Garments

V.

F.

RSHER’l

Call at our Art Goods Dept. for information.

VINALHAVEN

279-285 MAIN STREET

■■MnaaamHHHBaaMaMM

CAMDEN

The competitive drill and military ball held
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pears and Mr. and Mrs.
in Camden Opera House last Friday evening
S K. Beckman were in Bockhind Katnrdav
Mrs. T. E. Libby spent the weekend in Rock was well attended. Tlie medal tills year was
won bj Hollis Brown, the udges being Capt.
land.
Ralph Sellers has recently returned from Cal Biown and other members of Rockland com
ifornia and is receiving the glad hand from ills pany.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Babb have returned from
triends after an absence of eight years in serv
a trip to the Pacific coast which included visits
ice in the United States Navy.
in
Seattle and Denver enroute.
I. H. Carver visited Rockland Thursday.
Forrest M. Wilbur left Saturday for Perth
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Adains ot' Rockport spent
Amboy,
where lie will he employed in the dry
lie weekend in town.
«
dock.
Frederick Jones left Friday for Belfast.
Miss
Anr.e
Alden lias returned to Boston
Miss Alice E. Lawry, teacher at the Lynn
Classical High arrivetl Saturday for a week’s after a few days visit in town, the guest of
vacation witlt iter parents, Mr. and Mrs. Porter Miss Louise Coilman.
Richard Parkinson has returned from a visit
Lawry.
Mrs. Estelle BohndtlH luis returned from in Albany, N. Y.
The .Methodist Ladies' Aid wil meet WedncsWorcester, Mass., and ts the guest of her aunt.
da> afternoon with Mrs. Richard How.irth.
Mrs. Hiram Holbrook.
Ralph Berry aud family have moved into the
Mrs. Evelyn Smith who sjient the winter with
her daughter, Mrs. Harry Look at Farmington, house on Central street recutly purchasd by
him
of E. M. Clark.
has returned to her home at Lane’s Island.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle which has been
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ewell of Newport News.
meeting
Thursdiv afternoons during the winter
Va.. arriv’d Thursday, called by illness of Mr.
will return to their regular day, Wednesday, be
Ewell's mother. Mrs. Charles Ewell.
ginning*
this week.
Mrs. Langtry Smith has returned from a
Miss Jessie Ho. iner aud Miss Bertha Clason
week’s visit in Rockland.
hate
returned
from a business trip to New
Mis.; Marion Black is home from Bedford.
Mass., for a week's vacation with her parents. York.
Mrs.
John
IL
Williams and Miss Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Black.
Capt. and Mrs. John Hopkins of Rockport Williams ot Clark Island, who bate been the
were guests the past week of Mr. Hopkins’ sis guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Williams, will
return home today.
ter. Mrs. I. C. Glidden
Miss Kathleen .M. Snow of Rockland, a grad
Miss Eliza Patterson returned Friday from
er tt- of Simmons college, has charge ot the
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Young of Whitinsville, library work at Camden Public Library. A
Mass., are spending their 4ionevmoon as guests new, complete catalog Is to be made and a new
f Mr. Young's parents. Mr. and Mr3. Jason shelf list. The epen-sheif system is being ini ilj as the woiir roiitiiies a great deal
Young.
Fernald Antes returned Saturday from Bucks o: time it is impossible- to state just when the
Library will be open to tlie public.
port .
Wint’uid Kenniston of Portland war a week
Mrs. U. B. Dyer and daughter. Mrs. Guy
end guest of his sister, .Mrs. W. G. Williams.
Snowman left Friday for Portland.
(atl H. Hopkins, Harry Clark, Z. M. Dwinal,
Tlie Vinalhaven Symphony Orchestra will
hold a concert and ball in Memorial Hull Ji lin Tewksbury and Wkson D. Barron a. a.
May 3.
tending the meeting of the Masonic Grand
The Girl Reserves enjoyed an early morning Ledge in Portland this week.
Miss Ruth E. Thomas left on Saturday night’s
hike Saturday, starting at 5 o'clock.
Union Church Circle wil hold its usual supper boat for Boston, where she will enter the InanoThursday at 5.30. This will be followed by fr.rtc department of the New England Conserv
Lie raid-week prayer meeting at 7.30. Tlie choir atory ot Music for special study under DeVotu.
rehearsal will be held on Wednesday evening at Mist Thomas is a graduate cf this college of
music. She will be absent irvtu home during
7.30.
Herbert Libby returned Friday front Stoning the month of May.
ton. where lie had been on radio business.
Sunday evening at Union church. Rev. E.
Ypu’ll find it a profitable habit to
W. Stebbins preached a most impressive ser
mon and a fine musical program was given, v it Davis’ Garment Shop, coiner
which included a contralto solo by Miss Blanch Main and Eim streets, Rockland, for
Hamilton, bass solo by Oscar C. Lane, bass Ladies’ Suite, Coats, Wrap*. Capes,
solo by the pastor, selection by male quartette ;
first tenor. W. C. Winslow; second tenor Harry Dresses and Blouses. No trouble to
L. Coombs; baritone. L. A. Coontbs; bass show goods.—adv.
0
Lane and several selections by a (’torus
of 39 voices and tlie Ladies' Symphony Orches
tra.
A complete surprise was given Miss Ethel G.
doling Saturday evening by 16 of iter friends.
On iter return front a neighbor’s, where she bad
been purposely sent, she found the living room
full of familiar faces as she turned on tlie
Several 4 Masted Schooners
lights. The feature of the evening was games
ot all kinds. Refreshments were served and
included a large birthday coke, with ns 14
Capacity about 1,000,000 each. New
lighted candles. Th • hostess was the recipient
sails and rigging.
of many beautiful and useful gifts. Those
present were: Bertha Miller. Lois Dalzolle,
Doris Stordahl. Marian Lyford. Phyllis Black,
Available N.Y.$10,000 each
Nina Ames. Gertrude A'inal, Flavllla Aroy, Ar
il ne Kossuth. Allegra Ingerson, Frances Mc
Intosh. Nathalie Smith. Annice Gross Calvin
BROKERS PROTECTED
Yinal, Warren Beggs and Clinton Dalzel’e.
De Valois Comnmndery, K T.. began work
oil candidates Chariot Lord and Edwin Has
Callaghan, Atkinson & Co.
kell of Deer Isle, Friday afternoon at 1.30, and
1? Battsry Place, N. Y. City
conferred the Red Cross and Malta degrees. At
0.30 a banquet was held at the asylum./ About
50 Sir Knights were seated at the tablgs, also
Phone Whitehall 2495
Grand Captain General of the Grand Com
52*lt
ma rider.v of Maine, Thomas E. McDonald of
Portland, who was on his official visit to in
spect DeValois Commandery, Military Instruct
or. Eminent Sir George E. Gedding of Augusta,
Past Grand Commander Arthur S. Littlefield
ol ('tereniont Comnmndery, Rockland, and Sir
Knights Edward V zie of Rockland, Albert
Adanfs of Rockport. Henry Duncan of North
Haven, and Charles Seliger of Camden. The
banquet was served by the followicg Sir
Knights ladies: Mrs. F. M. White, Mrs. George
Strachan, Mrs. Oscar C. Lane. Mrs. L. IL Smith,
Mrs. E. M. Hail. Mr F. M. Roberts, Mrs. L. F..
i Williams. Mrs. E. A. Smalley, Mrs. Charles
Roman. At 8 o’clock the Commandery resumed
work on tlie Temple degree for inspection.

FOR SALE

RED CEDAR
SHINGLES

GILCHREST .

MONUMENTAL
WORKS

THE BEST B. C. 5X

Will last twice as long as the best
native cedar shingles.

Price just now Very Reasonable

Also all other kinds of

SHINGLES, ROOFING AND
BUILDING MATERIALS

R. W. BUZZELL CO.
TEL. 151-5.

ROCKPORT, ME.
50*52

FULL LINE OF

CEMETERY WORK
Main Street

STUDLEY
68-tf

Six words ttake

Loat and Found

clothing. Apply to MRS. J. A. RICHAN. 27
FJm strctt.
.
52-54
LOST—B/ack, white and tan hound. Beagle
i FOR SALE—1916 Chevrolet touring car $50.
tBOTOOIN LERMOND. 3 Olichrcst St.. Thomas- type. Name and address on collar. Answers
to name «»f Nickel. Tel. No. 294-J or write.
‘ton.
52-54
EARLE B. SMITH, 59 Rankin St., Cttv.
FOR SALE—One set low pitch buffet clar
51*53
ionets. Albert system. A. AMES, Johnston Drug
Store, City.
52-54
Wanted
FOR SALE—7 room house In excellent condltion : electric lights, cemented cellar. Lot con
WANTED—Agent for The Xu-Bone Corset for
tains 3 acres, shade and fruit trees, raspberry Rock and and vicinity. MRS. F. W. EMERSON,
bushes, strawberry plants. Stable 20x24, garage, Hampden. Me.
62*34
henhouse, all in good repair. An opportunity
WAN ICO—Salesmen to solicit orders for lu
to purchase a comfortable home less than onebn’f it would cost to replace buildings. R. R. bricating oils, greases and paints Salary or
commission. Address THE TODD OIL & PAINT
LVDWTCK, Cl Oliver St. Tel. 329-11. 50*52
CO., Cleveland, O.
52*1
FOR SALE—Dandy farm tram young, sound,
FOR SALE—A second hand mahogany top
and Fever: weight abo\U 2700. Warranted,
right In every way; also new tlpcart body; will lunch counter, cheap. Inquire of E. E. RiOK.ES,
52-54
sell right, if sold, this week. Good trades for 6 High St., Camden, Me.
some one. W. W. BUTLDR, Rockland. Tel.
WANTED
—
Crochelers
on
infants
’
,
bootees
179-14._________ ______________ 52*34
sacques. Steady work. Submit samples.
FOR SALE—Dodge touring car, 1922, small and
SCULL3INGER,
13
East
33rd
Street,
New
York
mileage. Call after 5 o’clock 1*. M. W. C.
52*54
ANDIRSON. 78 Maverick St.. City.
52*54
WANTED—M’idd'e aged woman as house
FOR SALE—An 18-ft. Old Town Canoe, used
one season. F. R. SMALLWOOD, 30 Masonic keeper. JOE QUEAR. City. R. F. D. Box 102.
Tel. 263-2.
31*53
Street.
52*54
WANTED—Capable maid for general house
FOR SALE—Seven room house at 10 Dunn
MRS. W. S. WHITE, 526 Main Street,
Street, Thomaston. Would mak.* a nice home at work.
51-53
the right price. Apples and berries. Tel. 25-2. Rockland.
Thomaston.
52-54
WANTED—Housekeeper in family of two.
FOR SALE—Two-horse mowing machine, same RICHARD F. SMITH, Ingraham's Hill, City.
__________________________________ 51*53
as new, 5 ft. cut; one work horse. Will sell
cheap. JDE QUEAR, City. R. F. D. Box 102.
WANTED—Men to help me sell a high grade
Tel. 263-2.
51*53
line of dinner ware direct to the homes. Big
savings
for the customer and good pay to the
FOR SALE—Ford roadster : good condition,
with extra delivery body. AUSTIN GARDNER, agent ; good for $10 a day. Call or address
CHAS.
W.
SPRAGUE. 33 Pacific Sr.
316 Old County Road.
51-tf
WANTED—Elderly woman who wants a good
FOR SALE—$395.00—1918 Wiiiys-Overland.
Continental motor In guaranteed condition; 5 home with small wages to keep house for a
new cord tires; paint aud upholstery in good man with boy 8 years old. W. T. PACKARD.
“
50*53
nditlen. SNOW-HUDSON CO., €65 Main Kt. Rt. 1. Lincolnville.
Tci. 899.
51-53
WANTED-Waitress at once at' BEE HIVE
59-52
FOR SALE—Horses, harnesses and carriages. CAPE, Litnefock St.
II. B. GARDNER. New County Rd Tei. 314 11.
WANTED—Carpenters at Maine School for
51*56
Feeble-Minded. Head carpenter and two assist
FOR SALE—YVHlys Otcnsnd Six «-parsed*’ ant carpenters for repair woik and general con
rer ear: good condition A bargain. W. 8 struction. Good pay with maintenance and per
manent positions. Only capable men need ai»rKUT, Highlands, City. Tel. 832 W
56*52
ply DR. S. E. YOSBURGH. Supt., Wes: PowFOR SALE—New Doublenders. Apply to D nal. Maine.
50-52
A. WHITMORE. No. Haven, Maine. Phone 6-13.
WANTED—Blacksmith at Maine School fur
49-54
Feeble-Minded. Horse and Oxen shoeing and
FOR SALE CR TO u€T—House lot on Rob general iron work. G?cd p3y with maintenance
inson street. Brass foundry with tools or. lot. and permanent position. Apply to DR. S. K.
Would make good garage. MRS. MacMILLAN, VOSBUBGH. Surt. West Pownad. Me. 5€-3>
1’ Robinson Street.
49-54
WANTED—Man to do gcnoral farm and rougli
FOR SALE—Collie pups 4 weeks old. Tel. carpenter work. Steady employment. C. B.
45-21. HARVEY BUTLER. Thomaston. 59*52
TOLM.YN. Warren. Me. R. F. D.
59*52

rOR SALE—Chevrolet roadster for sale cheap.
Inquire after 5 o’clock at 51 PINE' STREET.

GRANITE AND MARBLE

to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

for Oto time, 19 cents 3 times

TO LET OR FOR SALE—Two furnished sum s line
mer cottages, 8 and 9 rooms at Owl’s Head,
Maine, prices low. B. F. HUSSEY, 30 Church
St., Everett, Mass.
44*69

F or Sale

Successor to A. F. Burton

WANTED

h Everybody's Column

NOW la the nine when jxxjpie are laying
summer .vacation plans The Courier-Gaze tie
suggests that owners of cottage property, to
Advertisements iu this column not to exceed
let or for Sale, or accommodations fur boarders,
announce the faAi under this heading, where it ihree lines inserted once for 23 cents, 8 times
for 50 rents Additional lines 5 cents bach
will he read all over New England

FOUND—Box containing woman’s domestic

You’ll find it a profitable habit to
This beautiful cottage, situated 1 visit Davis’ Garment Shop, corner
Main and Elm streets. Rockland, fo:
at the entrance of Penobscot Bay
Ladies’ Suits, (’oat-s, Wraps, Capes,
All modern conveniences; 29 acres Dresses and Blouses. No trouble to
of land; 2000 feet of shore front. show goods.—adv.
One of the most picturesque spots
The past, present md future of Hood’s Sar
on the Maine Coast. For particu saparilla are: It ha cured, It is curing, it will
cure.- adv.
lars, address

W. P. STRONG

Psychic and Spiritual

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON, MAINE
10-tf

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Rockland.
30*5FOR SALE—Part of the housoho’d goods 4k
the late F. A. Packard, O’.d County Rd. Can
at J. F. McWLLLIAMS’, Old County Road.
50-52
FOR SALE—Incubator, 1-50 egg. Old Trusty;
Bangor Buggy nearly new: Express Wagon;
DavH Swing Churn. Also pasture to let. W. L.
MFRBIAM, Union Me. Tel. S >
50*52
FOR SALE --At 92 Broadway, 8 footn house
and barn. 4.SOO ft. land. Apply on premises.
GEORGE LONG.
49*54
FOR SALE—House at IS T Street • 9 rooruk.
Also sewing machine. Apply to H. C. CLARK.
Tel. 193-R.
49 54
FOR SALE—2 second-hand Upright Pianos;
3 Columbia Phonographs ; 150 new l2-!n. Co
lumbia records 75c. STUDLEY5S FI RMTUKE
STOKE. 283 Main Street. Rockland.
38-tf
FOR SALE—Cypress counters, shelves and
fixtures iff the Yinal store. Thomaston. Apply
to HERBERT H. STOVER or ERNEST C DA
VIS. Rockland.
36-tf
FOR SALE—Your opportunity to get a good
paying .dry goods business. Warren's best store.
Ali new goods; buy now and get the rise in
market. Sufficient reasons tor present owner’s
leaving. To be sold on or after May 5. Apply
t«. H. G. STARKETT. Warren. Me.
52-tf
FOR SALE—In Thomaston, Me.. 10-room
house, lot 150 ft. square. 7 apple trees. Good
chance for garden and hens. Great bargain. Tel
ephone 407-3 Rockland.
48-53
FOR SALE—At a bargain. Pay Mare A rears
old, weighing 9dv. Sound, clever and fearless,
with 2.27 mark; extra good reader. PR. C. F.
FRENCH, 87 Summer St. Tci. 198-W
48-ff
FOR SALE—One Herring Seine, 125 ft. long,
22 ft. deep, new last year; 1 Pocket 40x50, 22
ft deep; 1 Motor Boat 25 ft. iong. with Palmer
engine 6 li. p.; 2 dories. Ail in first class condlt'.on. For information write to G. A. G.
BFACK. R F. D. No. 2, East Belfast, Me Boa
7. Tel Belfast 78-13.
4S*53
FOR SALE—Two seebnd hand automobiles,
fn. «ire of R. I. THOMPSON, 439 Main St.
44tf

l o Lei

WANTED—Girl at NEW YORK BAKERY.
WANTED—Experienced
chambermaid
at
ROCKLAND HOTEL. Apply at office. 50-52

WANTED—Children to board between three
and five years old. MRS. J AS. F. CARROLL,
North Waldoboro, Me.
50*52
WANTED—Lady cook for a summer home
Apply BOX A, Port Clyde,
50-52

WANTED —Women

attendants

at

Maine

School for Feeble Minded Ages 20 to 45. Ex
ptrience not necessary. Only those desiring per
manent positions considered. Give references*
and detailed information In first leUar. Apply
to DR. S. E. VOSBUBCH, Supt. Weat Pownai.
Maine.
4V-57
WANTED—Woman Cook at Maine School for
Feeble Minded, rermeartit position if Quali
fied. Give references and detailed Information
in first latter. Apply tc DR. S. 2. VOSBUSOH.
Supt., West Pownal, Maine.
49-57
WANTED—Girl for generalKdtt at the RIAL
LUNCH. Myrtle street, Rockland.
49-1 f
WANTED—An oiler for tt.e Augustus Walt
house, opposite the 6’.d ship yard in Waldobofn,
Me. Sightly situation. Write ^KN£8T C DA
VIS, Rockland. Me.
43-54.

WANTED—MAchlnLt'at LIVINGSTON MtG
CO., Rockland.
4$ii
WANTED—A n:&u to drive team; ait-ady job
for the right man. J. D. PEASE, Hope.

45.
WAITED—Woman for sewing room. mLER-COBB DAYI8.
45if

WANTED—Housekeeper in family of thtae;
• -ne who can go home nights preferred CaU
•b'.l-M between 9 and 4. or 876-W.
44-tf
W A N tZKZa~
Tel. 8»7-W.
ME
CHAS. H BERRY. 81 Talbot Avenue. 41-1/
WANltO—3--» shaggy cate ■ ad kittens, male
and female. Highest prices tiaid JOHN a.
KANLETT. Rockville. Me Tel. 352-14.

Miscellaneous
NOTICE— Is-there any one In- Thomaston wfto
would like to trade a small j<ave*intb Rodk and
i properly ? For fu’tiur information Call COUB’ rEH-GAZETTE OFFICE.
^2-54

■

CAROENING.

HoljSE

CLEANING

Rug*

i cleaned. Yards and Lawns < ared for'.-In fact
; nny kind of work aroui^i your hous#. AUtOX
1•
23 Cedar S:reet Td.:304-.L 51 V.3
NOTIC-—Tv any owner ot lo?s in
Marr
! <;n?ltry, situated In Washfnctbu And,.to any
who may be- interested You are hereby-notified
I-..,
at the cemetery on Wednesday, May u,
j at 2 o'clock, P. M., to see if it H the desire Pf
;‘lie lot owners to incQrpo.atc. ‘ VILARLITS H.
• SAYAGF. Apri. 23,
______ t
51-56 ,
1 PAPER HANGING—And Insole T’dlntlng. Fvr
j «uch Work call 343-M. €. C. JOHNSTON. TO
P’easant St., City.
• 5a*02
-WH?N IN R3C.<LAN0—it .<6.o»
70 LET—Ga-a,.c suitable for two cars. Price Chambers, cor. Vain and* P’easaht. S:s. RoopA
$1 "0 up HAROLD H. THAYEBf Mgr. 18-ti
reasonable. MRS. FISK, 79 Summer Street.
51-53
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEIKENT. Live . and let
TO LtT—Furnished 8-room brick house with lire. B :C place the biar.. ? oi}’tho .one who M
garage at the head of Chickawaukie Lake. One responsible for all this cussedness, and not tim
pf the most beautiful lakes in Maine; good innocent. As to the sale of 1 tavonng' Bx'trtctf;
fishing. House has city water, three burner the manufacturer is the guilty one, not the
I’crfectlca oil stive, good kitchen range and a jobber who sells it. unless he is a bootlegger*.
flrcp acc; telephone; four beds; cool cellar; The U. B. glve3 all a legitimate law. We nil
refrigerator, and an Ice house.hear by; boat; should use it right. Why abuse it as many do?
place for garden; postofRce 10 minutes wade, We all know. What do they gain in the end?
two mails a day with Boston morning pal'err. Any and all manufacturers know wher. they
on noon mail. Apply to MRS. MABEL ILkW make these goods. Flavoring Extracts, especially,
LFY 130 Main Street, Rock’and. Tel. 522-1 or 45 to 95% alcohol, they wiil sell to ail glasses,
especially to the men who drink, or ever drank,
352-5.
51-tf
and the boys who do not know the taste of
TO LET—3 furnished rooms, light house alcohol, hut mixed up with ginger a!y and
keeping; modern improvements. TeL 373-M.
other soft drinks, the taste is sweet and
49*tf
sparkling, and they mate their first attempt
TO LET—Modern five-room apartment after nnd break in as the older ones set tho example.
may criticise' mo a? a manu(afeturer in
May 22. Apply to II. DAVJ3, corner Main and Ton
this city, but I do not use 45 to NZT.-alcohol.
Elm Street.
49-tf
I have never used one drop, from the beginning,
TO LET—FARM a? Mank’s Corner, Waldo Dec. 1. 1921. Don’t have to, tf you know how.
boro. Me. Good bui'.dings, splendid water, well If I ever do it will not. be over 10% ami thgt
cultivated lands. Rent reasonable. NELLIE is plenty. You will not get much of an edge
ADAMS Central Square. Stonehatn, Masd.
on with that. I may have to to keep It from
49*52
freezing in the winter months, but not for any
TO LLT—Ona cf the best furnished apart other reason. My loss this winter was consid
ments in Dockland. You will want it. R. U. erable and to the jobbers I sold to, .no: only in
Rockland but In several other piacos. 1 r<COLLINS. 375 Main St. T<i. "7
48 tf
placed It free, a: I cr any other manufacturer
1 TO LET—Furnished rooms for light house should qo. But it ail "stands” for dollars ani
keeping; all modern improvements. Inquire 12 cents, and is on the level, it Is Just the satai
whether it is essences or molasses that fia/or*
: ELM STREET
47tf
ing extracts iwc call them) with a percehtage
TO LET—One furnished room. 10 PLEASANT of 45 to 95% alcohol, siioulu not be considetyad
ST. Tel 854-W
46-tf
food flavors or essences. VanUla, LemofJ,
TO LET—Store in Camden excellent location, Strawberry or anything else in this line at that
ali fitted lor grocery or grocery anti market. Tel. percentage of alcohol has no flavor there I'dr
cooking purposes, if i< all alcohal, with the
238-11. S B. HASKELL.
37-tf
odor jof vanilla or iemcr. or whatever it M
TO LET*-ln Vlr.al Block, Ttrbm&stou, a«ore Doc-, the public use alcohol for cooking jHffspace first floor: 2 front offices, second floor, all poses? No. That is what you buy arid ffpt when
of third floor, suitable for factory or lodge you buy any kind of essences with a pebcenthgi
rooms. Third floor foriueriy occupied by K. of of 92 to 96% alcohol. There is no need of It.
P. and is ali fitted. Apply to H. H. STOVGR or ar.d the cusseduess that conics from It sooner
ERNEST C. DAVre. Rockland.
36-tf
or later. The wards "Flavoring Bxtracta” with
this percentage ot alcohol should bei ^ut ottt.
i TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture atmea, It abuses the original food flavor. The lnnoc«at
■ and musical IcstruraeUis or un;-thing that rv should not suffer for the guiity, but It dftel
i quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable generally. Jnkcv is another tpecinw or drto*
i J R. Plye 221 Main «U Rockland
;r.tf
and still they have vanilla, leniotk, etc. Lilted
up on the same ro&d. ever, to Castor Oil, 92l>
and stiF. they pour it down, a*, long as iMj
Eggs and Chicks
can buy it. If 16% is wfScicnt for' ail cooking
purposes it is the flavor the ladies watt for
HATCHING EGGS—White Lp«hnm, S. C. R
and they gat U in the Vnivofiai
I. Reds and Barred Racks. 75c per setting. heir cooking,
Food Flavor*—Non-A’.eoho'lc. ManOVBKNESS SABKESIAH, Brick House. Mid ' Guaranteed
i
factored
and
sold on its merits by <31.44- V.
dle Street Hill. Tel. 568 W.
48tf
RUSS. Rockland, Me.________ 52-58
NOTICE—The~Sto‘ckho*de.-N of C. L, t’» Hall
Estate of Charles A. Rose
at Clark Island, have decider’, to rent tha Danoa
Hall,
Ladles’ and Gentlemen's Anteroom, ’ by
NOTICE
The subscriber? hereby give notice that on putting it up for bids. Anyone wishing to bid
on
said
hall wil’ mall or pass his bid to JOHN
Ai ril 17. 1923, they were duly appointed ex
ecutors of the last will and testament of Charles A. RICHARDS in sealed envelope, ho later than
7
P.
M..
May 1. 1923. At such time the bids
A. Rose, late of Rockland in the County of.
Knox, deceased, without bond as tlie will directs, will be opened by the ofl/ere, who will luive
the
power
to reject any cr all bids.
60-52
and on this date were Qualified to All said trust
All persons having demands against the es
PIANO LESSONS—MISS GERTRUDE hatate are desired to present tfce same l'or settle YILLE will receive pupils for Piano , at lu<
ment. and all indebted thereto are required to home. 13 Ocean Street, Dooklittd.
. 46*54
niflko payment immediately to
CHARLES A ROSE. JR.. Rockland. Me.,
“main ES M ARVEiDUS~M E^WC IN E-”Ana
GENEYA ROSE HUKE, Torrington, Conn.
leptlc.” A Stomachic Tchic ,nd Body-bulldar.

TO LET—Two furnished rooms, suitab’.e for
:i£ht housekeeping. 14 BROAD STREET.
52*54
TO LLT—House at Rockland Highlands on
the car line, two minutes walk to school and
store. Apply at ISO CAMDEN Si.. Rockland.
TU 2S3-W.
52-tf
TO LET—Furnished rooms at 2; Holmes
street, for couple! .or ent person cnly. In uire
at 41 FULTON 3TRLTT. Tel. 367-2
51-tf
TO LET—Four room '.eabment; lights; gar
den. No. 30 Prescott 3t. C. F. PKI RC./TT.
Te'. 462-J.
v
51*53

l ot old and young.

Of fl-ugghta end Aierit».

RICHARDS CO-OPERATIVE CO., INC. BockGILFORD B BUTLER
Legally Appointed Agent in Maine for Geneva port. Me.
_
wf
Rose Huke.
LADIES Reliable stock of hair
April 17. 1923.
April 26. May 3-10
the Rockland Hair Store, 836 Main

PORTLAND PEOPLE can find each itsue >f orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODE!
The Courier-Gazette on sale at the CENTRAL 1
NEWS CO , 664 Congress St. Thia will con
ARTHUR L. ORNE
ven'.ence many who want u> get the paper reg
ularly
•
•
13-tf
Insurance
PICTURE FRAMING-1 curry a nice line cf
Succsassr
to A. J. Ertkln, A C«.
Mouldings and can fill all orders promptly bnd
at reasonaole prices. EDWIN H. MAXCY, over
417
MAIN
ST.
. - ROCKLAND, Ml.
Payson’s Store., at the Brook.

I
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In Social Circles F. J. Simonton Co.
The arrival and departure of guests during
the vacation season is of Interest both to them
and their friends. We are glad to print such
Items of social news and will thank our friends
to supply us with information in this con
nection.

Our new line of LACES have arrived for
Spring Showing.

TELEPHONE ............................................... 770

The Country Club is to enjoy supper
and auction for ladies and gentlemen
Friday evening of this week, the sup
per at the usual hour, 6.30. The even
ing will be under the direction cf the
house committee, who urge upon mem
bers the necessity of making early
reservations. Telephone 659-W.

These include Valenciennes, Cluny, Venise
and Torchons
Special lot 1 urkish Towels, worth 75c. Price 49c ea.
Special low prices on all SILK WAISTS
Best quality 32 in. Ginghatps. Price . . . .29c yard
Fine quality Percales, 36 in wide. Price . . 19c yard

Benjamin F. Smith of Warrenton
Park was a passenger on yesterday
morning’s train to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Spear who
have spent the winter in Arizona, are
now guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Lyon in lx>gionier, Ind., and expect to
arrive at their Rckland home about
the middle of May.

THOSE GOLD MEDALS

Mrs. Lena K. Sargent Takes Exceptions
To Claims Made By Bangor High
School.
The following letter from Mrs. Lena
K. Sargent, director of the commercial

department of Rockland High School,
appeared in Monday’s Bangor News:
"In your issue of the 1 Sth you stated
that Miss Mary Belinian, a student in
Bangor High School, was awarded tlie
first goid medal ever awarded in New
England by the Royal Typewriter
Company to which statement 1 take
exceptions. If 1 am not mistaken Miss
Belinian is taking a post graduate

Page Seven
ngor High School, which ter won first place by writing 79 net
words per minute, and Miss Leah
regular High School pupils. However, Freeman by writing 76 net words also
we cluirfi to have won the first gold won the gold medal.
“We have several gold medals from
medal fia.ni the Royal Typewriter
Go. last February, A. J. Clark, repre- the Remington Typewriter Co., the
s< ntjtive of the Royal Typewriter Co., highest official test averaging 83 net
gave the same test as that given at words per minute.
“V.’e are out for the lirst free type
Bangor, to my senior class. Two gold
m'da's were won. .Miss IJIlian Bar writer in Maine.”
course in

E. B.

F. J. Simonton Co.

Mrs. Emma Frohock is ill at her
home on Park street.

The Little Flower Shop

Mrs. H V. Tweedie, who attended
the Maine Methodist Conference and
ha3 been visiting in Dover, N. H., has
returned home.

SILSBY'S
399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

Mrs. C. B. Stahl of Waldoboro is the
guest of her mother, Mrs. Emma Welt,
Union street. She came to attend the
party given by her sister, Mrs. Perley
Damon at the Copper Kettle today.
Mrs.*Hadley H. Kuhn is also in the
city to attend the party.

Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants and

Bedding Pl ?.nts

Mrs Howard Dunbar is visiting at
Vinalhaven for a few days.

Special Notice

Miss Lida Swan has returned to her
duties at the Fuller-Cobb-Davis store
after a vacation of two weeks.

V/E EXCEL IN FLORAL DESIGNS
60-tf

Miss Frances Flanagan entertained at
auctfon Saturday evening.

Mrs. Perley Damon and Mrs. Albert
Havener are entertaining at auction at
the Copper Kettle this evening.
Mrs. Albert S. Peterson and Miss
Madeline Ames are visiting in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Sanborn of Port
land spent the weekend in this city.

3 DAYS*. of $1.00 BARGAINS

SPECIAL MEETINGS

Son of First Baptist Church
Principal Speaker At Con
ference Closing Today.

Miss Ethel A. Payson, Miss Lillian
Cross of Camden and Mrs. Julia Shat
tuck leave tonight on a vacation trip
of two weeks which will include visits
to New York and Washington.
Miss Shirley Doherty is teaching
school in District 6, Cushing.

Fred A. Kenniston of the staff of
Cony High School, Augusta, is spend
ing his ten day vacation in this city.
Mrs. MariyA Keene, who has been
spending the winter in Portland, has
returned home.

Friday little Miss Virginia Brown
invited 12 friends to help celebrate her
fifth birthday. The little folks arrived
about 4 o'clock, and from that time till
6 when lunch was served, the rooms
rang with peals of laughter, as they
enjoyed the sports and games prepared
for them by Miss Helen Piiield. The
color scheme for the dining room was
pink, white and green. As each little
Miss was escorted to the table she was
decorated with a cap of the same col
ors, and when all was in readiness it
was pleasing to see twelve little faces
peeping through the bright streamers.
The birthday cake occupied the center
of the table with its five lighted can
dles. and in addition the lunch con
sisted of sandwiches, cake, cookies,
fruit juice, and ice cream Miss Vir
ginia made a charming little hostess,
and the little folks as they said good
bye, wished her many happy returns
of the day and hoped she would invite
them again next year. Those present
were Virginia McMillan, Ulenna Ran
kin, Clara Dennison, Virginia Healey,
Gracie Blaxik, Ruth Hager, Dorothy
Magune. Ernestine Simmons, Mavis
McMann, Victoria Curry, Lucile Rankin,
Ruth Parker, and the little hostess.
St. Peters Guild will meet with Mrs.
J. Lothrop, 32 Rankin street, Thursday
afternoon.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Keating are
visiting their son, Harry, in Mittin
eague, Mass. They were accompanied
thither by Master David Keating, who
has been visiting them three months.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Torrey, were
in the city Saturday on their way from
Boston to Stonington.

T. E. McNamara who has been
spending the winter in Eagle Rock,
Va., arrived home Saturday night.

Mr. and Mrs. A. Huntress, who have
been in Boston, were in 'he city Sat
urday, returning to their home in Vi
nalhaven.
Clifford Wolfe left Friday for a visit
in Boston and Newport, R. I. In Bos
ton he wilt be joined by his wife and
son, who have been spending the win
ter at Mrs. Wolfe's former home in
Council Bluffs. Iowa. The family will
motor home from Boston in Mr. Wolfe's
new Packard Six.
. ■ • . . • ! . . ■. • ■ ,, •
Miss Jennie Blackington has returned
from a winter's visit in Boston and will
be the guest for a while of Mrs. Annie
F. Simmons before opening her Ma
sonic street home.

Mrs. Evelyn B. Hix has gone to,
Boston for a visit. Later she will be
joined by her daughter, Mrs. Fred
Faber of Peoria. III., and together they
will attend the Baptist anniversaries
at Atlantic City.

FRIDAY EVENING,

WE THINK

*

98c

AN INCOME
OF •

$25.00 a Month
FOR LIFE

HENRY L. DOHERTY & CO.
VERNON E. RAND
82 Devonshire St, Boston
•
r> 2 - ~i 3

SEE WHAT $1.00 WILL BUY AT THIS SALE

$1.98

4 pairs Ladies’ Black or Brown Hose

4-piece Kitchenette Sets

5 yards Boot Mills Crash

10 Towels

2 large size Turkish Towels..........................................$1

7 yards Crash............ .................... .................................. $

4 yards 32 inch Endurance Cloth

Leatherette Suit Cases, 24 in., black or brown,
good lock and leather handles.............................

Ladies' 2-piece Pajamas, pink, blue, lavender .....

Children’s Fine Ribbed Hose, black or brown, 6 prs.

White Enamel Flour Bins

Queen Ann Curtain Net, white and ecru, value,
40c: 3 yards.......................................................... .. .

Aluminum Thermos Bottles

White and Colored Plisse, 39c val.; 3 yards . . . .
Sateen Petticoats, black and assorted colors............ $|

3J/S lbs. Gingham and Percale pieces for patchwork ..............................................................................
Percale Aprons, 3 for

Women’s Crepe Bloomers, outsize, cut full and
well made, 2 for........................................................

Ladies’ Silk Hose, black, brown, white, 2 pairs

Japanese Crepe, good line, plain colors, 3 yards . .

New Spring Ginghams, 32 in. wide, big assort
ment to select from, 4 yards..................................

Corsets—several styles, all sizes, from 19 to 30. . .
Heavy 40 in. Unbleached Colton, 5/i yards..........

Eden Flannel, 25c value, 5 yards............ «..........

Clothes Baskets, made of willow, closely woven,
good size.........................................................................

Women’s 75c Union Suits, 2 for

Pillow Cases, size 42x36, good firm quality, 4 for. .

Ladies’ Umbrellas, fast black, paragon frame,
good assortment of handles........................... .. . .

House Aprons, $1.25, $1.39 quality, made from
gingham, percales and cretonne..................................

Ladies’ fine quality Sleeveless Vests, 39c value,
regular or extra size, 3 for.....................................
Women’s Sport Hose, cotton and wool, in
brown and heather shades, 2 for.........................

3 yards 36 in. Cretonne

White Enamel Cake and Bread Tins

Regular and Outsize White Petticoats
2 EnveloDe Chemise, white and flesh

6 yards Percale
6 rolls Batting
Pink Satin Camisoles

Children’s Overall Suits

Misses and Ladies' Middy Blouses, made of good
quality white jean, with colored collars and
cuffs..............................................................................

$1.50 Alarm Clocks

Sheets, 72x90
6 yards Bleached Cotton
Center Pieces and Scarfs to match, 2 for

White Petticoats, hamburg ruffle, 2 for

$1.50 White Chemise

.... $1

Boston Shoe Store

Burson Hose, black or white, regular or outsize,
3 pairs for..................................................................

Fruit of the Loom Cotton, 42 and 45 in. wide^1/^
3 yards .........................................................................

>78 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Gingham Petticoats, 2 for

4 yards Cretonne

Ladies’ Robes, pink plisse, or white longcloth,
2 for..............................................................................

Heavy Unbleached Cotton, 76 in. wide, 2/i
yards . . . ;........................... ........................................

A mystery feature—

“TRACKS”
And our old friend—

Children’s Acorn Drawers, waists similar to E. Z.
waists, 4 for...............................................................

6 Mercerized Napkins...................................................

in a comedy as funny as “A Sailor

Children’s Wide Ribbed Hose, black and brown,
4 pairs ............ ............................................................

“CAPT. KIDD’S KID”
And Other Big Attractions

(

White Petticoats, hamburg trimmed 2 for ....

4 Pillow Slips

Children’s Gingham Rompers, 2 for .........................

Made Man,” entitled—

Pink, blue, lavender and yellow Crepe Gowns.

Gordon Outsize Silk Hose, black and brown

HAROLD LL,OYD

and a play that ten million saw.

Huck Towels, good quality, 5 frr

Colored Indian Head, warranted fast color, 36 in.
wide, 2'/2 yards . ....................................................

4 yards All Linen Crash
Children’s Gingham Rompers..................................... $,

1
1
1

Scalloped and Hemstitched Tabic Cloths, 58x58,
of heavy Mercerized Damask................................

Children’s Gingham Dresses

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

1
1
1
1
i

Mercerized Table Damask, 54 in., 2 yards

Seersucker Petticoats

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

“DESERTED AT THE

“THE CHRISTIAN”

25c White Long Cloth, 36 in. wide, 5 yards

Silk Hose, brown, black, navy blue and white

$1.98

—IN—

COMING:

Beacon Tapestry Rugs, 27x54

Leatherette Shopping Bags, 2 for................................

Khaki Bloomers and Middy Blouses to match,
sizes from 6 to 1 4 years, each.......... ...................

The great meb scene is filled with

Add 6 cents to
the amount you
send for postage.

5 yards 25c Percales

Plenty of Ladies’ Boots, lot No. 2

JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager—PHONE 892.

From the novel that a million read

Mail Orders will
be filled every day
during the sale.

Aluminum Dish Pans

Home Of tlie Orr/an With the Human Voices

ALTAR”

For Dollar Day

4 1 urkish Towels

Embroidered and Lace Trimmed Pillow Slips,
__ 2 for ..............................................................................

ALL STARS

Special Notice

AT WE CANNOT DUPLICATEVALUES WILL BE GIVEN TH

SAeSTRANDTheatre

thrills.
Mrs. S. D. Wooster, lately installed
as stewardess at the Country Club, is
a patient in Knox HBspital with an
attack of bronchial pneumonia. Her
illness compels resignation of her con
nection with the Country Club and a
successor will be secured at once.

A big stock of Tennis Shoes and
Sneakers of all descriptions.
Hood Canvas Work Shoe,

May be obtained by a first payment
of $500 and the payment of less than
$300 a month for ten months.
Full particulars of

Mrs. A. S. Black left today for Bos
ton and will attend the senior prom
al Wheaton College, from which her
daughter Miss Doris Black graduates
next month.

Mrs. A. Woodside and daughter, Miss
Mary Woodside, of Freeport, are mak
ing a brief visit in this city, guests of
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens, Talbot
avenue.

$1.98

May 3, 4, 5

Ladies’ One-strap House Slippers

TODAY

The Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R„ is
planning a benefit whist party for
Tuesday, May 15, at the Copper Ket
tle Porch.

During this sale
we have arranged
to giv6 customers
an opportunity to
shop in all depart
ments at a great
saving.

DANCE RECITAL

The Bible and Sunday School Con
BY PUPILS OF
ference now being held at the First
Baptist church has awakened deep in
Jennie Harvey Percival
terest in the community and been at
THE ARCADE—ROCKLAND
tended with gratifying results. Rev.
Harry C. Leach, a son of this church,
is the speaker and has brought to his
audiences stirring appeals to deeper in
terest in the Bible. Sessions were held
yesterday afternoon and evening, in
which many from out of town were
present. Today are to be held the clos
ing sessions. Mr. Leach speaking at
2.30 on ‘‘Prayer," and tonight at 7.30
on “The Whole Tithe.”
Mr. Leach is building in Hackensack,
N. J., a new church of stone construc
Splendid program of Class Interpre
tion to cost $100,000 and will relate! tive and Classic Dancing, with spe
some facts based on actual experience | cial Solo Dances, especially designed
in regard to progressive church finance. i costumes.
Regrets are expressed tjiat the confer- 1
Admission 50c, plus 5c war tax
ence has been so brief, while the hope 1
has been voiced that a similar confer-1
ence for the quickentng of interest tn j
Bible study may become an annual
Marton’s Orchestra
event. Miss Nancy Sleeper's com
DANCING
AFTERWARDS
munity Bible Class was present in a
52-53
body at the service yesterday. Prayer
was offered by Rev. O. W. Stuart of
tlie Littlefield Memorial church and the
Scripture was read by Rev. II. I. Holt
of Camden. Rev. T. M. flrifliths of
Camden pronounced the benediction.
Rev. E. H. Btewster, State Secretary
of Sunday Schools, ably conducted the
second period devoted to a conference
on Vacation Bible Schools. Miss Sibyl
Spaulding and Miss Calkins of Boston,
That wc have some of the BEST
with Mrs. Clifford of Springfield, spe
VALUES and BEST LOOKING
cialists in Vacation Bible School work,
Pumps and Oxfords THIS SEA
were heard with great pleasure in their
SON that we have shown for
presentation and demonstrations of the
work. An exhibit of thrilling interest
some time.
was on display in the vestry of work
done in vacation schools by children
$1.98, $2.49,
$2.98,
under 12.
A morning session is being held to
$3.50, $4.00,
$4.50,
day and the Sunday School feature of
the conference will close this afternoon
with periods at 2.30 and 4 o'clock.
$5.00, $6.00
The general public is invited to enjoy
all the privileges of these services.
SPECIAL—Ladies' Brown Side
Oxfords, Cuban or low (rubber)
You'll lind it a profitable habit to
visit Davis' Garment Shop, corner
heel, all sizes. Special price—
Main and Elm streets, Rockland, for
$1.98
Ladies' Suits, Coats, Wraps, Capes.
Dresses and Blouses. No trouble to
show goods.—adv.
Men’s Solid Leather Scout Shoe,
»
:-•? T
Good for work or everyday wear

Mrs. Virgil P. Cline of Boston and
Mrs. F. A. Merrill of New York, were
guests at the Thorndike Saturday—
summer resorters eastward bound,

For Dollar Day

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Men's Handkerchiefs, 1 8 for
Baby Crib Blankets, white with pink and blue
borders, 30x40 in., I pair.....................................

Baby Crib Blankets, 28x37, 2 pairs

Baby Carriage Blankets, 36x48, pink and blue

E. B. HASTINGS G CO.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 1, 1923.
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MILLER ON KU KLUX

LEARNING TO VOTE

He Finds It Difficult To Dis A Club Which Invites Partisan
Discussion But Has Not
cover Merit in the OrganizaYet Come To Blows.
7 tion.

TENANT'S HARBOR DAYS
Recalling a Steamboat Journey From
Portland Harbor To Rockland.

I find upon referring to dad's diary
that in the year 11*00 on Sept. 3. m.v
wife, brother-in-law and myself left
Boston on Monday night by steamer
or Portland, thence by steamer to the
Harbor.
My brother-in-law had a 2 *4x3*4
amera, so he took pictures along the
route and made me a Christinas pres
et of a set of them pasted in an al
bum. I have them before me «ow,
starting with a picture of the steamer
lov Dingley at the dock, then Portland
harbor,
Boothbay harbor, Squirrel
Island, Pemaquid harbor. Old Fort
Rock and what I have always called
he Cuckolds Light, home of the mer
maids
and The Courier-Gazette's
verse writer. "Nanky Lee.”
Thm follows pictures of Pemaquid
Light. Round i’ond. New Harbor and
Herman Danforth. Friendship and Port
Clyde, where we went ashore, and a
parting picture of the steamer. With
he aid of the reading glass I can make
out the name. "JIcrryconeag—Rock
land.” That was a fine water trip, an
ill-day sail, and the scenery was grand.
Coming through Muscongus Kay was
ike being on a lake. Our old time
riend Capt. Archibald and his sucessor could make that trip with their
yes shut, just the smell of the land
ind the echo of the whistle.
My pipe dream is this—to make a
rip along the Maine coast in a motor>oat. taking my time, stopping when
nd where I p'ease, and leaving when
get good and ready. Having po log j
Ire to watch in the winter I cannot
isualize the trip as our friend Nanky
lid the mermaid, but I dream of it
iften Just the same.
Getting back to the pictures, I find
Timant's Harbor, the old steamboat
wharf, the graveyard (Rawley’s wharf)
he schooner Challenge, the cottage on
he* back shore at Elmore, the "Turkey"
meeting house. * Second church, Glenmere.) the “old homestead.” the schoolhouse at South Thomaston, wher" I
aught in 1885, rhi hotel on Mt. Batlie,
iews of Camd. n, and the schooner
rforge. W. Wells as she sailed from
"amden on her maiden voyage. Sept.
5. 11*00, a pretty sight in the bay under
ler new canvas.
As the spring time comes on apace
(thermometer 85 today, April 21.) I
an say as does our poet friend by the
sea:

CENTRAL MAINE
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
POWER C9
Again and again do wiseacres claim
In his reply to my recent Ku Klux
article, Brother Marvin of Portland that the weaker sex never thinks and
quotes from an encyclopedia to prove cannot think, that especially the intri
that the original Ku Klux was a "law cacies and complexities of politics are
beyond comprehension, with applause
and order" organization.
Although my knowledge of the orig a sure resultant. So a wave of horror,
inal Kian is somewhat limited, 1 think dismay, consternation swept the nation
I was about right when I said that the when news came that the Nineteenth
Ku Klux was a terror in the South at amendment, giving women equal po
the close of the Civil War. Every pa litical rights with the sterner sex, was
per, Republican and Democrat, referred henceforth to be the law of the land.
to the Kian as a band of outlaws car Of course all men are endowed by won
rying on a guerilla warfare against all derful nature with a full knowledge of
Politics With a big P; they know the
who had favored the Union.
In 1868 I spent several months at the game from A to Z, have no more to
Dansville, N. Y., Sanatarium and while learn and that is all there is to it! So
1 was there a minister from the South they never bother their heads about it,
came for treatment. He had served in except a little bit just before elections
the Mexican War and was a Union and that is the way the United States
man. He showed several bid scars on has been run for over one and onehis breast which he said were inflicted third centuries.
Women admit their lack of adequate
by the Ku Klux. His experience with
the Kian confirmed what the papers preparation lor the franchise, but in
Knox county set resolutely about the
had said about them.
Distance lends enchantment. Nearly interesting duly of learning the A B C's
f(* years have passed since the Civil f citizenship, giving detinite time and
War, and when Brother Marvin puts thought to this matter that Lizzie must
on his enchanted spectacles, and casts strive to "keep up with father and the
his eyes toward the Sunny South, io boys,” not lagging too shamefully in
end behold, the chameleon has changed the rear in zeal for patriotism if not
its color!
Once it was red, blood for the old game of politics as known
stained and violent : now it is lily white to men. So the stability hnd increas
end peaceable. Brother Marvin says ing influence < f the Woman's Educa
"the Kian has never denied the Cath tional Club, which devotes its activi
olics their rights." Waldo Roberts, a ties to study of the fundamentals of
correspondent of a popular New York the United States Constitution, and
paper, speaking of the Kian in Oregon, history, state and national issues, cur
says: “On January 8 Gov. Pence was rent events, and citizenship besides of
inaugurated, the Legislature convened, fering free to its members the most ex
and the first bills to be introduced were tensive lecture course in the county is
Kian bills designed to remove the Cath gratifying. Members dp not apologize
olic chaplain from the State peniten for their keen interest in and appreci
tiary, to prevent the wearing of the ation of politics, which Webster defines
Catholic garb in any school in the as "the science of government."
Instead of being ashamed they grow
State, and to make an end of the eccle
siastical privilege of sacramental wine." prouder and more enthusiastic as their
Mir. Roberts also informs us that they understanding develops. Through its
have pissed a bill that will close every inspiration 300 women of all political
parties and from half the towns in
parochial school in Oregon.
Come again, Brother Marvin, and Knox county study citizenship year
tell us something about those parochial after year and claim to be the only or
schools. Are they supported by public ganization in the county which openly,
funds like our common schools? If avowedly invites political, even par
they are. then the State has a right to tisan discussion and has done this suc
withdraw such funds, as the people cessfully for three seasons without
should not be compelled to support a coming to blows yet. (Rap on wood!)
These 300 women are bent on trying
sectarian institution. The Catholics
"I wait for the days to grow longer.
should have the same right to establish to learn how to vote intelligently, even
For the summer sun to shine.
parochial schools that the Protestants if it takes a century or forever. While
I wait by the same old ocean
the men in their clubs carefully put up
have to establish Sunday schools.
For a nierntald that I call mine."
Brother Marvin would have us be all bars against politics, the women do
As long as my mind remains clear
lieve that this controversy is not sec not shun but welcome political educa ind I have my picture book I can go 1
tarian but political. Evidently it em tion and agree to disagree as to par jver that trip in 1900 and have a good
M. I’. It.
braces both politics and theology. tisanship.
time.
Boze.
Because the heads (theology) of the
Catholics and Protestants are far apart
PARK THEATRE
OUR GRANGE CORNER
is no good reason why their hearts
should not beat in unison. Their re
Poli Negri in her first American pict
Knox Pomona Grange meets in Hope
ligion I the Christ spirit) is the same, lire “Bella Donna” finishes her engage
and they should show fellowship in the ment today. Those who have seen this Saturday. The program: Greeting. I..
spirit.
magnetic star before admit that they E. True; response, Clara Light; “What
Both Catholics and Protestants agree have never seen this Poli Negri. Still
that rum. impurity, disease and war the gorgeous, tempestuous mistfess of is the value of the hot bed to the home
are the greatest enemies of humanity. emotions—but now a strictly modern vegetable garden?" E. N. Hobbs. Quar
If they would unite their forces and heroine wearing fifty exquisite Paris tet music furnished by the host lec
battle against these enemies, they gowns that are
feast to the eyes of turer: “How can the Grange be made
would work together in the cause of both the men and the women. “Bella strong socially?"
Julia
Harwood;
Christ and establish His government Donna” is a throbbing story of love "What is the solution to the present
on earth.
C. A. Miller.
and passion without limit that brought agricultural situation?” E. E. Light;
Union. Me
lovely Pola to America. It is indeed recitation, furnished by host lecturer;
P. S.—Since the above was written 1 her first American success. The star general topic, "Do automobiles bring
learn that Albert Titus, brother of Red- is supported by Conway Teale, Lois enough money into the State to com
ington Titus of Union, while in the Wilson and Conrad Nagle.
pensate for the injury they do to the
service of the Government at the close
ountry roads? question opened by E.
Coming Wednesday and Thursday
of the Civil War. w'as killed by a mem John M. Stahl’s great photoplay of life N. Hobbs, followed by H. C. Coding
ber of the Ku Klux.
and romance and emotions "The Song uid others: song, furnished by hast
of Life.” Rockland movie-fans will le turer: "What is the State doing of
KNOX COUNTY FOLKS
find in this picture keen entertainment special value to the farmer?” Waiter
and something to talk about and think Ayer; recitation, furnished by host lec
AUGUSTA, MAINE
In Charge of Maine Association’s April about. It is beautifully photographed turer
Meeting Out in Pasadena.
with a story that appeals to all classes
and all ages and so tense that it makes
L. E. McRAE, 74 Pleasant Street
SWAN'S ISLAND
The Courier-Gazette is in receipt of you grip the arm of your chair.
Friday anj Saturday the Park inau
Rockland
Manager, Securities Department
Pasadena, Calif., newspapers telling of
Herman Holbrook of Rockland has been callthe Stat§ of Maine Association activ gurates a big double feature program- ing on friends at Swan’s Island.
two big stars in two big photoplays on
ities in that city.
Most of the Atlantic fishermen »have launched
At the April meeting which was in the same program. Tom Mix in his tlieir motorboats and are engaged in lobster
catching.
Balt is very scarce.
i harge of a Knox county committee, an newest thriller “Romance” and Ho
Several people from Swan’s Island and a
j but of what the future may hold in the industry is to he increased and pre lobsters were punched and liberated
interesting feature was the presence of bart Bosworth and Madge Bellamy in great many from Frenehboro were in Ellsworth
FISHERMEN'S AID
the past week attending the April term of court.
i store for ihos< who follow in cur foot- served for you anti your children. The near Milbridge. with no expense to the
H. G. Gardner, prominent citizen of “Blind Hearts."
gasoline boat has been to Smith's wharf
State of Maine. If you have caught
Next week the Park will present at T'u
Maine and a member of the United
c
, r» rx_, . | stl‘PR- If wp <io not do our utmOfft in above are two ways in which you can
Mackerel Cove and there is now a plentiful i i
States Shipping Board. He gave his “Hunting Big Game in Africa,” the supply of fuel for the motorboats and auto- i It Solicited By Director Cne tl preaen day to preserve and keep help us a great deal to improve the in any punched male lobsters will you
r sources of ours what dustry. Will you do these two things please write on the post card when
first impressions of California and paid photoplay that is running in Boston at mobiles at Atlantic.
—Department’s Work Han- will- we or
1 iven
Mrs. Ella VanHorn has left the island and
our children twenty years and as many more as you can? The you return it to have your license re
a high tribute to Pasadena and all the Tremont Temple and now in its gone
to Rockland and Monhegan.
third big week. It is also being shown
Southern California.
! or even ten years from today, have to time has arrived when your help is newed, the number you caught. I am
Mrs. Lucy Ann Dunham has returned from
dicapped By Small Fund.
actually necessary if any improvement asking for this information because I
A large attendance showed apprecia ir Portland this week. It is in eleven the mainland an 1 is now living with her daughi look forward to.
Charles Staples.
would ilke to know how far these lob
tion of the excellent baked bean supper. reels and every one of them filled with ter.S. Mrs.
The co-operation of Maine's lobster' I*1 anY business enterprise there are is to be made for the next two years.
X. O’Dence of Boston : I). G. Cummings,
This is the situation, brother fisher sters have traveled from where they
prepared by Mrs. F. W. Fitch and her thrills and adventur? of the jungle.— E It. Edwards nd F. L. Cole of Rockland ; A. fishermen this year is solicited by II. I). Hi.und to be more or less money leaks,
were liberated. I would also like the
man; are you going to help us?
of Ellsworth, A L. Owen I P
assistants. A very interesting program adv.
land, and L. A. Gammon of Belfast have been Crie, director of sea and shore fish-[ some due to turns of affairs unseen or
In 1922 four hundred pounds of male date they were caught if possible.
followed the business meeting at 7.80
- -----------------cries, who finds the department work ; unanticlpatt d
circumstances.
etc.
recent business visitors to the Island.
I
v.hich was prepared by Mrs. George
ENFORCEMENT IN MAINE
Miss Frances Wilson of New York has ar handicapped by a decreased appropri- I hese are unavoidable. Then there are
Daniels.
j More than a thousand persons and rived and opened her cottage at Burnt Point ation. He has mailed the following | tlios" leaks which by persistent effort
the summer.
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, a na- | places have been investigated, 14,000 forThe
garage and repair-shop of Stockbridge letter to m-n engaged In this import may be stopp'd and these are the ones
five of Portland, was the motif of the quarts of liquor and 22 automobiles A Smith at Atlantic is fast nearing comple
which if left long enough will eventu
ant industry,
evening's program. Mrs. Grosse gave seized, and 25(1 cases developed against tion and the flr.n will soon be ready for busi
ally become large enough to ruin any
. • • •
ness.
the following readings: “The Bridge," liquor sellers during the past 11
business, therefore it is to every man’s
The last of the snow has left the roads which
Brother Fisherman:—Owing to the
“Home Is Best," “Courtship of Miles months by the Federal enforcement de- are fast drying out and are In very good con fact
that the appropriations have been I Vantage to stop as many leaks in his
Standish,” “Selections from Evangel- ; partment of Maine, according to a re- dition for motor travel. Many cars In all three
cut I am making this appeal to you to*
as P^ssi > .
are in commission.
ine,” and “Selections from Hiawatha." | port issued by Federal Prohibition Di- villages
Herman Staples has bought a truck from help us in the work of protecting tlhe | The lobster fisherman’s greatest leak
Mrs. Daniels exhibited antiques from i icetor Seth May of Auburn. Fines X. T. Morse and has joined the motorists.
Roscoe Joyce is bui'ding a private garage at lobster industry. To have the appro- j is the so! ing and eating of short lobMaine, and the meeting closed with | amounting to 818,000 and taxes and
priation for "Pay & Expenses of War- j ters. Every man who sets a lobster
home in Atlantic.
singing one verse of "America.”
i penalties aggregating $50,000 more have hisRev.
H. II. Hathaway has completed Ills term
Arrangements are being made for an j been imposed. 226 indictments secured of service with the Atlantic Baptist church, and dens” cut means that there is not trap within the waters over which the
interesting meeting of the Association and only one ease has been lost during will soon go away for work in other fields. J enough money to put on the number of b’tate of Maine has control is a stockMay 3. This will lie held, as usual, in that period. Director May states that The Atlantic church would gladly retain the wardens that should be employed to ■ holder in Maine’s gfeat fishing indusservices of Mr. Hathaway for another term, I
I/O. O. F. Temple, in ebarge of Aroos the lines, assessments and eales of for but it is the turn of the Methodist church at protect the honest fisherman from the • try and as such it is up to him, if he
took and Kennebec counties, with Mrs. feited property substantially offset the Old Harbor to provide a minister for the island. persistent violator and this is to ask if i expects to prosper to stop every leak
Mr. Hathaway has earned and won the respect you personally will not please come ' possible in this valuable industry,
John R. Scott as chairman.
entire cost of operations.
and esteem of all the people In Atlantic and at forward and help us by being appoint- .
Here is another Wi/y you can help us
Old Harbor and we all regret to see him go ed wardens to serve without pay. Six j a great deal with very little trouble to
away.
Rovce Johnson has purchased a building from to twelve good men appointed in each yourself. If you know of any fish< rSeth Stockbridge and has moved! it to a lot locality to work with the regular war- > man selling "shorts.” notify the office
near the resident- of George Carter at Atlantic dens or by themselves can do a great and the matter will be attended to with
and will remodel it and use It as a dwelling.
At a sheriff', sa’e at Minturn on April 24, leal to stop the sale of illegal lobsters no one the wiser. Just write a letter
Deputy sheriff Merrill Sadler auctioneer, the and cheek the persistent violation of to IT. I). Crie asking to have one of the
quarry boardinghouse was sold to John Mc- fishery laws.
question blanks forwarded to you then
Guffy, and the Oscar Johnson house and the
It is for your interest, to protect your you fill in the blank answering all the
George Turner house were so'd to Harry John
son.
own industry. Who else will protect it J questions you can and give any inforRev. F. X. Johnson, after spending the win lf you yourself do not care enough mation possible: return it to this office
ter at Bridgton, lias returned to Minturn and
has again taken up the work of the Advent about it to help preserve and keep it | and it will help us-greatly in the enWhen the
family doctor
church.
for yourselves and future generations? j forcement of the laws.
The actual manufacture of a million Buicka has been
Harry Johnson Is confined to his house with a We must think not only of the present I We must have your co-opcration if

Money invested at home
stays at home
T F YOU invest in a sound out-of-state security you get
paid for the use of your money—but that is the only

benefit you do get.

“Enough,” you say?

But suppose you invest in a sound home investment.
Specifically suppose you invest in Centra! Maine Power
Company 7^ Preferred Stock.

Your money is at once put to work building the Union
Power Station that is to solve the power problem of the
Rockland District. Your money may go into pay rolls,
which will be spent or saved here in Knox County. Or
into supplies bought in Knox County. If it goes into ma
chinery or something which cannot be bought in Maine,
it is bound to come back in the form of taxable property.

Your money is thus working not only to build up
your own section of the State but is being spent in a way
to increase the taxable property of your State and the
business activities of your county.

Whether you buy the sound securities of State or outof-state companies you will be paid for the use of your
money But if you invest in the South, for example, the
South will get the pay rolls and the taxable property, the
growth and the prosperity.

Which will pay you better—to invest in the South or
to invest here at home.

Buy Central Maine Power Company 7% Preferred
Stock—to be used in financing Knox County’s own power

station.

Central Maine Power Co.

The Doctor Was Right
good old
was asked about baking powders,
he said:

“Use Royal. It is made from Cream
of Tartar and is absolutely pure.
You could dissolve a couple of tea
spoons of Royal in water and drink
it with benefit. That’s a health test
mighty few baking powders can
meet.”
The doctor was right.

Made from Cream of Tartar
derived from grapes

Contains No Alum—Leaves No Bitter Taste

I

disabled leg.
(’apt. Maynard Herrick has refitted and
painted and launched the lobster smack Crus
tacean and Is again on station and doing busi
ness in Mackerel Gove.
The Minturn quarry is busy and employing
a crew of about 40 men.
(
Mrs. Ethel Martin of Vinalhaven is visiting
William Martin. Sr., at Minturn.

At tFu? Sign “of -tfe
=W?iNor'h NatiOn a I Dank,

NORTH HAVEN

TAKING TIME

Mrs. A. B. Cooper was a guest of her sister,
Mrs. I’. I'. Bicknell in Rockland Friday and
attended the Rubinstein concert Friday even
ing.
The X II. IL S. will play the Rockport High
Wednesday (tomorrow).
H. M. Xoyes spent a few days at Vinalhaven
last week.
Brown’s Orchestra played for the K. of P.
dance Friday evening. Xot a very large crowd
on account of s< many colds but those who
did attend had an enjoyable evening.
Several new books have been added to the
library: Man from Maine. Edward Bok; Fair
Harbor, Joseph Lincoln : This Freedom. A. S.
M. Hutchinson; The Fool. Channing Pollock;
Life of Christ, Giovanni Papini; Maine (oast.
Wilbert Snow; Poems of Edna St. V. Mallav;
Radio—How to Make Use of One.
Irven Simpson who has been in Boston the
past week arrived home Saturday.
Misses Dorothy Stone and Elda Lernipnd
spent the weekend in Rockland, the guest of
Miss Lermond's sister, Mrs. Xichols.
H. T Duncan attended the Masonic meeting
at Vinalhaven Friday.
F. W. Farrow is in town doing some sur
veying.

THE time of every official of this Bank is
freely at the welcome demand of its custom
ers.

Friday night’s meeting of King
Hiram’s Council will not only be the
last one until fall, but will find a large
class of candidates awaiting the de
crees. (J *• usual nice supper will be
served.

WITH us it is a pleasure to advise a custom
er at any time upon his financial welfare,
business expansion and development, and in
vestment of surplus funds.

LIMITED UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
United States Victory Notes Due May 20, 1923
Will be accepted at face value and full amount of interest to
May 20th, for credit in the Savings Department.

accomplished by the development of an organization
of huge proportions, by the expansion of manufacturing
facilities and the creation of manufacturing methods to
insure the finest possible workmanship and quality.

The development of a car of sufficient value to attract
a million buyers has brought a growth of dealer and
service organizations everywhere, to guarantee further
the high standard of Buick performance.

Buick's millionth car is tangible evidence of the qual
ity that has made Buick everywhere “The Standard
of Comparison.’’
Fours

Sixes

4 Paas. Coupe $1891
Pass. Road. $ 86S
2 Pass. Road. $1175
Pass. Tour. . 885
7 Pass. Tour. • 141S
5 Pass. Tour. • 1195
Pass. Coupe • 1175
7 Pass. 8edan • J195
Pass. Sedan • 1395
5 Pass. Tour.
Pass. Tour.
Sport Road.
UJJ
Sedan • • . 1935
Sedan •
. 1325
Sport Touring • 167$
Sport Road.
• 1025
5 Pass. Sedan . 1985
Prices f. o. b. Buick Factories; aooammant taa
to be added. Ask about the G. M. A. C. Purchase
Plan, which provides for Deferred Payments.

2
5
3
5
5

D-IS-O-NP

MEMBER OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
Located at Foot of Limerock Street

North National Bank
Rockland,

Maine

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART

PARK STREET
TEL 238

WE HAVE ALL MODELS ON OUR SHOW ROOM FLOOR FOR

DEMONSTRATION
*

When better automobiles are built, Buick will build diem

